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Pay Raise Proposed
By Dennis Pohlman
and Eric Maddy

versity employees did without this
year," said Harris.
Ted Martinez, recently appointed
Pay increases ranging from 12 executive secretary of the state
percent to 23 percent for faculty and Board of Educational Finance, said
staff at New Mexico's six state- Sunday night, ''I don't know if that
funded universities and colleges are will happen. I can't speak for the
being proposed by state higher board on that."
education officials, the chairman of
Martinez said the board would be
the Governor's Commission on having hearings on educational
Higher Education said Thursday.
funding during the fall.
Chairman Fred Harris, professor
The BEF will meet Thursday and
of political science at the University Friday at the New Mexico Institute
of New Mexico, said many letters to of Mining and Technology in Socorthe governor's fact-finding commis- ro to discuss priorities for the spring
sion have urged a substantial pay session of the state Legislature in
increase to prevent the loss of in- Martinez' first meeting in his new
structors and staff to other states position.
where the pay and benefits are
The board is also expected to conbetter.
firm the appointments of Mike Glen"Frankly, it is very difficult to oc non, former assistant budget direcexcellent when the salaries paid the tor at UNM, and Sigfreda Maestas,
faculty and staff are not even aver- fom1er dean of arts and sciences and
age," said New Mexico State Uni- chairman of the department of
versity President Gerald Thomas in mathematics, science and engineerhis letter to the commission.
ing at Northern New Mexico ComChris Garcia, dean of the UNM munity College, as associate secreCollege of Arts and Sciences, told taries of the BEF. Maestas will take
the commission that low salaries and over the BEF's Academic Program
cutbacks in operational budgets Planning Division and Glennon will
Johnson Fieid came alive Sunday afternoon when.several hundred students as we/las others
have contributed to poor morale head the Finance Division.
heard an afternoon of rock and roll music. The event was part of the Welcome Back Daze
among University employees, and
BEF member Pete Sisneros of Silthat lack of equipment and supplies ver City said Friday that the board
activities going on this week and was co-sponsored by the ASUNM Popular Entertainment
could preclude offering some wiJI also discuss Martinez' salary. A Committee and a local radio station.
·
courses in the spring semester.
source told the Daily Lobo that
Garcia also warned that smaller several board members, upset by
travel allowances would make it Gov. Tony Anaya rejection "of a
even more difficult, ~o .attract and search committee's recommendakeep younger faculty members, who tion narrowing a field of 63 appli.would work for less than they could cants to five finalists that did not
get elsewhere provided they could include Martinez, might consider By Steve Shoup
will make it "extremely difficult" told by at least six different UNM
build up their professional creden- lowering Martinez' salary "because
to give raises to employees at employees that money that could be
tiaJs at the University.
he wasn't as qualified.''
The University of New Mexico UNM's main campus, Alarid said.
used for raises is available within
Harris said. he personally favored
Fonner BEF executive secretarv has no money this fiscal year to give
Fonnula funding is based on the varioJJs departments, but University
a two-step pay boost for faculty and Don Stuart, who resigned April 1 to employees raises say two UNM number of credit hours taught in 14 policy will not allow it for raises.
staff.
accept a post with the New Mexico administrators, a statement disputed disciplines and three levels at the Madrid said the employees, who
''An immediate increase as soon Military Institute, received more by a local union leader.
University, coupled with enrollment feel they must remain anonymous to
as the Legislature could act this than $48,()()() a year.
Phillip Alarid, UNM director of figures.
protect their jobs, have met with her
spring followed by an additional inAlarid said the 2.5 percent to 3 as recently as last week.
BEF ch.ainnan Nelson Tydings of perSonnel, said that because UNM
crease at the beginning of the next Hobbs had previously said he knew received only 96 percent of its for- percent wage increases given to emLocal 8671 represents more than
fiscal year (July 1, 1984) would sig- of no move to re~uce Martinez' pay mula funding from the Legislature ployees of UNM's Gallup and Los 1,500 clerical and technical workers
nal that the state realizes that uni- as a protest of the governor's action. for 1983-84, the 4 percent shortfall Alamos branches July. 1 was based at UNM, as well as University
on increased enrollment which carpenters, plumbers and maintegenerated extra money at those two nance workers, Madrid said.
branches.
CWA will be working with the
James Wiegmann, UNM budget Legislature to help UNM get 100
WASHINGTON (UPI) ~ Union was the major stumbling block in the Bell System operating subsidiaries director, said funding for the branch percent of its scheduled allocation
leaders approved a tentative contract negotiations.
campuses is separate from the main next year, Madrid said, adding that
by Jan. L
Sunday to end the 15-day-old tele- U.S. District Judge Harold Green,
"There was a great reluctance on campus, and that pay increases are she hoped UNM employees will
phone strike t,y 675,000 workers.
ruling in an antitrust case, has the part of AT&T to commit itself initiated by administrators at the .. show their discontent" with the
The pact must still be ratified by ordered AT&T to divest itself of its
continued on page 9 branches and approved by the Board current budget situation.
the unions' rank and file.
of .Educational Finance and the
"I see a lot of discontent already
UNM Board of Regents.
among the workers," Madrid said.
Executives of the Communications Workers of America, which
Wiegmann said aU employees of "If the situation continues as it is, a
represents 525,000 Bell System
UNM, including the branches, re- strike is possible.''
workers, were the last of three unceived pay increases in 1982 ranging
A strike by UNM workers, who
ions to approve the contract.
fro.m.J percent to 11 percent, with are public employees, would be
lower salaried employees receiving illegal, Madrid said, but union
Officials of the International
an
average pay increase of 2 percent members might still vote to strike.
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
more
than higher salaried em. Madrid said she hoped to work
which represents 100,000 Bell
ployees.
with
the Legislature and the admiworkers, and the TelecommunicaWiegmann said he hoped the nistration since "at this point, a
tions International Union, which
1984 Legislature would be the .. ses- strike is not something l see as being
represents 50,000, earlier voted to
sion
for education,'' and that it an effective tool."
accept the three;.year pact proposed
would allocate funding for raises.
Because staff members wor:k for
by American Telephone and Tele"There
might
be
some
hope
for
the
University an average of three
graph Co.
relief
this
year;''
he
said.
years,
it is difficult to organize a
The tentative agreement was
Pearl Madrid, president of Local bargaining unit, Madrid said. L1Jw
reached late Saturday between nego8671 of the Communications Work- wages probably have something to
tiators for AT&T and the CWA.
ers of America, said she has been
continued on page 9
The CWA's l7~member executive board was summoned from
across the nation to a downtown
Washington hotel to vote on the
INSIDE
offer. Union officials said the pact
includes expanded job security proCHILD STUDY:
visions that were a key demand of
See
Page 10 ··
strikers.
"We are hopeful it is a proposal
AZrECS SOAR:
that will meet the needs of our mem·
See Page 16
bets,'' said Francine Zucker, CWA
spokeswoman.
Strikers p•r•de outlide of the downtown Mountain Bell
Martin Hughes, a CWA interrta•
VEER YEAR:
building
Fridey afternoon. The Communication Workerl of
tional vice president and member of
See Page 30.
the union negotiating team, said the America strike Is two weeks old snd a tentative egreement
" " .... , n .¢PPrt.-pr<,ier;e$1, breakup of AT&T
M!4.f·.V/~.tfl!.l1.'.'~,~'1~a.Y.:,Y.:r~V!.,4~1lfli~t~•lf~"·'f~~..·,.",..:~.."•·~.·,·h·~"··\·~·~·~·~·!·rl~ll!lll!l•-..•lll!'i!
~~
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Chad Gets French Planes
Exiled Marcos Opposer Assasinated
MANILA, Philippines Opposition leader Benigno
Aquino, defying President Ferdinand Marcos by retl)rning from
self-exile in the United States,
was shot to death Sunday by an
assassin who was then killed in a
barrage of military gunfire.
Aquino- Marcos' main
political rival and a symbol of
opposition to his J8-year-rulewas killed seconds after stepping off the plane wearing a bullet-proof vest and escorted by
three soldiers.
A burst ofgunfire left Aquino,
50, and the assassin sprawled on
the tarmac at the Manila International Airport.
''Assassination is part of pub-

lic service," Aquino had told a
(per 3.5 oz. seJVIng)
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United Press International

reporter while tlying to Manila.
"I cannot be petrified by inaction
or fear of assassination and therefore stay in a comer."
The government said the unidentified assassin penetrated. an
off-limits section, where the
plane pulled up, and shot Aquino
in the back of the head at close
,range witll a .357-caliber pistol.
"He (Aquino) was about to
board a .. . van but suddenly a
man darted out and the security
was caught flatfooted .. ," said
Manila police chief Maj. Gen.
Prospero Olivas. "When they
heard the shots, they noticed the
man then. They fired at him and
tllen took the senator to the hospital."
Olivas said Aquino was de-

clared dead on arrival at an army
hospital. Doctors confirmed that
he was killed with a single shot.
The assassin, wearing jeans
and a light blue shirt, was shot
dead by security forces who fired
a barrage of gunfire at him. Four
hours later, .his body was still
lying in a pool of blood surrounded by 22 spent shells.
The Marcos government had
denied Aquino travel documents,
saying it had discovered a plot to
kill him. Aquino was returning
home after three years in the United States, where heunderwent a
heart operation in 1980 and later
held posts at Harvard University
and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
"I presume the possibility that
a military group will try to assassinate me," Aquino told Japan's
Kyodo News Agency in Taipei
Saturday, explaining he would
wear a bulletproof vest.
In Washington the State Department called Aquino's murder
a "cowardly and despicable act
which the U.S. government condemns in the strongest possible

terms.''
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes, traveling with President
Reagan in California, said the
slaying will not change plans for
Reagan's trip to Manila in
November, and insisted the U.S.
government has no qualms about
Reagan's security while he is in
the country.
Marcos said of Aquino in a

statement, "Although he had
been warned repeatedly and strenuously that certain elements had
plotted against his life in the
event of his return, this does not
diminish the heinous and outrageous nature .of this crime.''
A Filipino opposition source in
New York, who is ~;lose to the
Aquino family, told UPI that
Aquino's wife, Cory, and their
five children, were planning to
fly home to tile Philippines early
next week.
On the two-hour flight from
Taipei,Aquino told UPI he was
"racing against time. We must
convince the president to help
bring democracy back ... Otherwise, we're down the road to an
El Salvador.''
Aquino said he was returning
home to help organize the
opposition for legislative elections in 1984. He said he thought
he could reason with Marcos who declared martial law in
September 1972 - to restore
democracy.
Aquino w;~s jail~d when martial law was imposed and .later
convicted of murder and subversion charges that he said were
trumped up. He was sentenced to
death, but the sentence was
stayed and Aquino went into selfexile. Marcos told him not tore-

turn.
When the plane touched down
at Manila, Aquino said, "The
very fact we've landed is a victory. I promised to return. I have
returned against all odds.''

NDJAMENA, Chad- In one of
the most formidable displays of
French airpower in Africa in three
decades, 10 French Air Force supersonic warplanes arrived in Chad
Sunday to bolster defenses against a
seven-week Libyan - backed rebel
invasion.
The aerial reinforcements for
French ground forces in tl)e former
French colony came as Western di.
plomats in Libya reported that ~i
byan armored columns were movJOg
south from the captured oasis of
Faya-Largeau toward Oum Chalouba, about 200 miles northeast of
the capital Ndjamena.
Earlier, diplomatic reports from
Tripoli said Libya was stockpiling
fuel and ammunition in Aouzou, the
Libyan - claimed strip of land that
runs the breath of tile Libyan-Chad
border.
A French military spokesman said
the warplanes would stay in Chad
for a "limited period" and were intended to play a support role for the
French and Chad government
ground troops.
Six Jaguar fighters and four Mirage F-1 fighter-bombers arrived in
Ndjamena as 160 French foreign
legionnaires established positions
along the Eastern front at Abeche,
about 300 miles south of Faya Largeau.
French military sources said the
Jaguars came from bases in Niger,
the Central African Republic and
Gabon. The origin of the Mirage
fighter-bombers was not .known.
But one French military source said
the only permanent base in Africa
for the planes was in Djibouti, halfway across the·continent on the Red
Sea.
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The French fighters were accompanied by a CK-135 tanker aircraft
which can extend the range of the
fighters by mid - flight refueling.
The arrival of the French fighters
followed warnings Saturday by
President's Hissene Habre of Chad
and Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire that
Libyan troops were massing in the
north of the country in preparation
for an imminent push southward
from rebel-held Faya-Largeau.
"There is no doubt that within a
few hours or days there will be new
developments in the war," Habre
and Mobutu said after the Zairean
leader paid a lightning visit to
Ndjamena.
Zaire has about 2,500 combat
troops in Chad, many at forward
bases alongside the French and Chad
government forces dug in along the
defense line of the I 5th parallel.
There also are three Zairean fighter
planes in Ndjamena.
The French buildup coincided
with Western diplomatic reports that
up to 3,500 regular Libyan troops
were deployed in the north. The diplomats said that Libyan soldiers
and Sovietrnade T -62 and T -72
tanks had moved out of FayaLargeau.
The Libyan forces moved up to at
least four other rebel strongholds,
including the town of Fada about
190 miles southeast of FayaLargeau, the diplomats said.
Western diplomatic sources also
said Libya has based 92 combat aircraft in northern Chad. It was Libyan air power that proved decisive
in the capture of Faya-Largeau by
ex - President Goukouni Weddeye's rebel forces two weeks ago.
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--Editorial-Individuality Crucial
Fall madness is upon us. When you are standing in the endless
bookstore lines, just remember part of your college education is
learning how not to get beaten bY the system.
Besides the physics and trigonometry finals, the greatest challenge
facing you is keeping hold of your individuality. It won't be easy.
Professors will encourage their own attitudes and long-held interpretations of history, literature and every other subject vulnerable to
personal opinion, Your thoughts ilre not worth much in the academic
exchange, unless, of course, you have the personal courage to believe in their value over the value of grade point averages.
Use those instructor evaluation sheets to teach your professors
that an education is not learning how to regurgitate their lectures
verbatim, but how to formulate intelligent opinions of your own.
If you find yourself in front of an android whose programming has
not been changed in 20 years, use that drop/add system and boycott
tired teaching.
Most of all, stay excited about all there is to get from this University,
all the doors for which you are forging keys to op!;!n, and hang on to
those instructors who share that excitement; they are treasures in
what may sometimes seem to be an abandoned mine.

MOOSE
GOOP EVENING. THIS IS TEll KOPPEL
TON 16HT ON NIGHT LIN!:, Wf!. 1 LL ElE GOING

TO AL8UQIIEl~QUE. NEW MEXICO WHERE.
A MOOSE HAS BE;EN ADMITTED AS THE
t:WlT ANIMAL COLLEGE STUDENT IN
NAT/ON :S
HISTORY.

PLEAS£
STAY
TUNED....

~-~
IVY MY NEW MR. T'
MOIUIIofl( Mli.ST'ER. I PITY
'I'Hi. FOOL 1111110 POll' 1" &.eT
Ollf..
I'LL HILL 'EM.

"

---Letters~-·- -

by Don Bruckner

Student Anguished
By Permit Problems

WHOO, HOO, HOOO •••
TJI f HilT ;;p, Y BIJ Y OF'FICIA&.

J~BBA

MATTRESS/

IU:TCIRN OF JETII

STRoNG

if8U9H
l~ENH.OYf.oiJ~'A "O,'lf~F'IANi
6£lp NOW oR JABBll riET YOV!
WHOO, HOO, HOO, HOOO•••

W~ll. it seems that once more I have been denied a University of
New Mexico parking permit. Each year that I have applied, I have been
rejected, This year, I was determined to get one.! mailed in my form
and check the day I received it. I went through all the proper procedures. I was even encouraged from the Daily Lobo article that said
permits were sold out on July 25, and I knew my check and application
had been there at least three. days prior to that date.
Added encouragement came from the article's stating the percentage of overbooking that goes on in these lots.
I was ecstatic II would not have to. be anguished my last semester at
UNM because of parking. I could be legal and leave with good
thoughts.
How do they pick who parks on campus? Should I have enclosed an
extra $20 to guarantee a spot? It can't be first come first serve or else
my application got to me late. I had responded immediately.
Take the bus? I don't live within city limits. I must walk a quarter of a
mile to catch the bus, ride 25 minutes to downtown, wait with the
people on that direputable block for a transfer, and then more. It's
about an hour each way. In the winter months it is dark on the walk
home. Sorry folks, but I don't walk alone at night.
Why aren'tstudents from out of town considered first? How, exact·
ly, are these things distributed, or should I say rewarded?
No one can say I didn't try my hardest this year. I'm going to be
leaving UNM in December with a very bad taste in my mouth.

WELCOME BACK,
LAST SPRING,
OFFICIALS AT IHE UIIIVI!ftliiTY OF!
NEW MEXICO RECEIVED AN
APPLICATION FROM . AN M.R,
MOOSE'.
LITTLG Cite' THGY
KNOW /HAT M. R. MOOSe WAS

A MOOSE.

I

--Letters-.....__
Professor Wary of Anaya

MENIW/IILE, IN A LOCAL i>AR, JUS I SUcH
ABOLII TU

N "INTERACTION" MAY BE
TAM'/£ PLACE :

Editor:
If Gov. Anaya's role in the appointment of an executive secretary
for the Board of Educational Finance is a preview of the role he
intends to play in the selection of a permanent president for the
University of New Mexico, the faculty and the regents of this University had better get ready to resist his interference. His criteriaappearto
be altogether personal and parochical.

\

_j~i.-~Q.,

Editor:

\

JUST /HAT-

W€!.1., I'Ve MQVEP
WM<Kil-l.tR INTO (!M'
I\OOM ~/lOVE OVFi
lii\RAG6 ...

••

Ads Decried

sponsibility not to try to manipulate others.

Editor:
I would .li.ke to share with you
my opinion on the extent of
advertising material in the Fall
Schedule of Classes. It is my feeling that advertising is not
appropriate ina college schedule
of classes. I can accept advertising where a person has a choice
of whether to pick it up or not.
However, there is too much manipulative advertising already,
.and it is an intrusion on the students to place it in a catalog they
must look through, As representatives of an institution of
Lynn St. Georges high learning I feel it is our re·

Jonathan Nimitz
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Chemistry Department

,,.

David E. Ross
Reno, Nev.
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Stephen R. Swinny
The Welcome Back Daze
Executive Committee

N£V£R ~0

At Harvard & Central
2300 Central S.E.

TAICE OFF,
SLIMI!:BALI.,

-..........

SUBMARINE
SANDWICH MENU
All sandwiches 1-14 deliciously covered with wine vinegar, plus
seasoning.
large 10 in. Sub

Editor's note:. Don. Br.uckner ~sa first-year law student at UNM. He graduated this year from
Georgetown Umvers1ty m Washmgton, D.C., where he was managing editor and cartoonist for the
Georgetown Hoya.

1. "Super" Ham, Cheese,

Democracy in Voting Critiqued
Editor:

Is that a democratic freedomloving right to free speech beIn a pluralistic society like havior for our states and society
ours, which is supposed to be a to engage in?
representative democracy or reIn a real representative demo.public with free elections, it
cracy,
everyone's opinion within
seems like a travesty of justice
of citizens should be
the
body
for the various states to have bal·
lot access laws which exlcude expressible in the only public
most or all third (minor) parties forum open to most people.
Most people cannot vote in refrom ballot access because.
ferendums and initiatives on
This exclusion prevents peo- public issues even if they want
ple across the whole political to. Besides that, they cannot
spectrum, from the American attend public meetings and hearNazi Party on the right to the ings and talk personally with
American Communist Party on their state or federal government
the left, from expressing their representatives and senators befreedom of expression by having cause they need to work.
their small numbers expressed
Finally, voting day should be a
at the ballot box.
national holiday or at least a half-

APPETITO'S

day holiday so people interested
in voting are given either the
time or the motivation an 8-hour
workday reduces or abolishes.
Every political party .which
elects candidates for offices
should have ballot access with
the two major parties having the
top two spaces on the ballot because most people would continue to vote for them because
they satisfy their needs and desires better than any third party
could, would or seems to. Many
more people would vote if there
were a part-time holiday on election day and/or if minor parties
which they believe in were given
the right to get their votes.
Michael Neal Seligman

.69¢
BREAKFAST
HAS RETURNED
·I

2 eggs, hash browns,
t.oast & jelly

NEWMlXIco-------~-~~---

Daily Lobo

Editor:
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank Associated
Students of the University of
New Me><ico President Dan Serrano and all the members of the
ASUNM student government for
their assistance in and funding of

!MIIIi.

Editor:
Re: Voting in a governor, and Tony Anaya in particular.
I find it disappointing and saddening that the above man, lacking in
stature, both physically and mentally, could be voted into your state's
highest office, largely because the Anglo-Saxon segment were content to sit on their duffs and let it all slide by.
As a native-born New Mexican, I wish to voice my protest at a
number of things I find lacking with my "native state"- and while I
do this, I want to tell you I do not bear New Mexico the real and
determined animosity incurred by me in both Oregon and Illinois.
First, your license plate is gaudy and inaccurate; it is most certainly
not the land of Enchantment, maybe to a lizard or a horned toad, but
not one in his right mind, Perhaps a land of rugged grandeur, or
Spartan spirit, but not enchantment. And too, its color scheme is
gaudy and glaring; I never see your license plate without thinking of a
Mexican border town on fiesta day.
Second, I have always liked the people of New Mexico- even the
Mexicans- but being Anglo-Saxon, I as much as any man prefer to
be among my own in realistic and meaningful reference and identity:
therefore, to all the people of New Mexico, I desire you assert
yourselves and not be dominated by the minority. Thank you.

ASUNM Praised
For ~Daze' Help

this year's UNM Welcome Back
Daze. Without these efforts and
funding from ASUNM this very
worthwhile project could not
have been possible.
The ASUNM student government has provided a great service to the entire University com·
munity, and we feel that UNM
students should be very proud of
the leadership which ASUNM
has already demonstrated this
year._ Through such insight and
assistance much will be done to
improve student life at UNM this
upcoming year.
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Hugh Witemeyer

Governor Saddens
New Mexico Native
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FRESHMAN
SPECIAL
Any Cold SUB,
French Fries,
& 12 oz. Drink

$2.25

11 AM to 2 PM
with 1.0.
Expires B-24-83

Member, New Mexleo Press Association

-

i'-

-

Salami, Pepperoni, Capocollo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . Tuna ••... ·... .........................
_
• · · · ... · · · · · · ·
3. Roast Beef & Capocollo, Hot or Cold . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 ..Roast Beef •................... ; ........... • .... • .
5. Ham, Cheese, Salami, Capocollo • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. Ham, Cheese, Capocollo . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . .
7. Salami, Ham, Cheese . :. . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . .
8. Pepperoni, Cheese, Ham . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9. Pepperoni, Cheese, Salami . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
10. All Cheese . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
11 . Ham .••••••.......• -.-.. . .. .

2.60
2.50
2.75
2.65
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

• ....... ~.. . . • • • .. . . • • • • 2.50

12. Ham, Cheese ...............•...•.............. · 2.50
13. Turkey ........................... · .. · ...... · · · · 2.50
14. Turkey n Cheese . . . .. . • . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . 2.75
Double Loaded 1-14 Add.................... 1.75 Extra
Add Italian Hot Mix . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 25
2 Ft. )umbo, Any Kind ......••..... , . . . . • . . • . . . . . 7.95

ITALIA.N STYLE
HOT SANDWICH
15. Meat Balls ....................... , •.. ·· ........... ·.
16. Sausage (Peppers & Onions) ................. • .. .
17. Egg Plant Parmigiana ........................... .
18. Vegetar~an S~b •_. ...•.... .- ................ · ... · · •
19. Pastrami (Onions) ••..........•••..•........ · . · · .
20. Steak Sub w/Peppers, Mushroom,
Onions, Melted Cheese ••.•....•..... · • .. · · · · · · ·
21. Pizza Sub ...... ~ ........ "' • ,..-...... ~ .... - .•. -. .... • •

HOT DINNERS
lasagna w/Meat Balls ............... , .............. .
Spaghetti w/M~a! Balls ...... , ....•.••.•....•...•.••. •
Egg Plant Parm1g1ana w/Spaghettl •..........•........
Spaghetti w/Ciam Sauce ......................... • ..
Manicotti w/Meat Balls ..•.• , ...•.•. •· ·~ •...••.........
Garlic Bread Included with Dinners

2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.95
2.75
3.75
2.75
3.75
3.75
3.75

APPETITO'S
BURGERS- FRIES
Big "A" Subburger w/Cheese
.
Grilled with Wine Sauce, Peppers & Ontons •..... 2.50
french Fries (Thumb Size) .............•. , ..•....••55

~
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Official Reproves Military Maneuvers
MEXICO CITY iliPlJ
Rep
b,tciHtn Torre> sai.d Sunday the·
Reagan administration pol icy lll carrying out militury maneuvers in
Central Amcl'ica while ncgotialions
~1re underway to find a peaceful snluthm is "mistaken."
Tones, D-Calif.. and prcsidcnlial
hopeful Sen. Alan-Cranston, IJCalif.. arc on a l11ct-finding visit of
the so· c<•llcd Contndora group na·
tions, made l!P of four Latin Amcr..
ican countries seeking n peaceful
selllcmcnt in strife-torn Central
America.
"We sec (the Reagan policy) as
very serious," he said. "The fact
that it is bringing a series or (naval)
maneuvers to the Caribbean and
Pacific in front of the Central American countries at this lime ~ccms
tnlstakcn. t'
The Cont;~dora group, named after the PmHIID!IIlian resort ish1nd
where it first met earlier in the year
in search Ql' a negotiated solution to
the Central American crisis, .is nwuc
up of Mexico, Panama, Venezuela
and Colombia.

"Ri)lht nnw thL'Y :trc trying to
m:guliate. the Cont.adorn group i:-r

trying to bring pence to the region.·'
said Torre, in J1u,~nt Spanbh.
The group is set tn meet again next
Thur,day in Pnmnna City with the
five foreign miuisters lhlln Central
America.
Torres and Cranston arc winding
up their tour of the four Contadoru
countries in Mexico City with a
round of meetings that will include
Mexican Foreign Minister Bernardo
Sepulveda Amor Monday, a U.S.
Embassy spokeman said.
The two met Sunday with U.S.
Embnssy oftici~ls in Mexico City
after arriving from meetings with
Panamanian President Ricardo de .la
Espriclla Friday.
"We have come to explore the
Contadnra approach to pacify, sta·
bilizc.nnd consolidate democracy in
Central America," said Cranston. a
member of the Senate Foreign
Affairs Committee, in an earlier interview.
Toms called the proposed Simpson-Mazzoli law that would require

~I

The
University of New Mexico
School of Medicine,
Division of Dermatology

* FDA

is studying the
effectiveness of a short-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
eczema and psoriasis.
Patients .~lwuld b.e b.etween
the age of 12 and 75.
l'or more information, please call 277-6770
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 6 JJ. m.
regut.ttio11s prohibit females of child-hearing potential to
pllrticipate in this drug study.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
llmlted Delivery Area

I
I
I
I $1.50 off any 16" pizza.
I
One coupon per pizza.
I
Expires 9·13-83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262-1662
I
Now open for lunch
I
I Open every day at 11 :00
I
I
I
I

$1.50

ASK YOUR
UNM STUDENT
INSURANCE
,,

®

migmnl workcro in the United Stutes
to curry a spcdal identity card and
impose legal sanctions on employers
who knowly hired undocumented
aliens "unjust."
"l don't sec modifications (to the
Jaw) that will help the undocumented (aliens)." he said.
"There is an unjust aspect to the
law, there is still too much discrimination in the actual law," he
added. ''If we can't modify it in the
Senate and Congress, from my point
of view, l oppose the law at this
tlme . .,
Asked if he would support Cranston as the democratic presidential
candidate in 1984, he said all Hispanic lawmakers are currently looking
the entire field over and hinted they
may vote us a b.lock.
"At next year's convention in San
Francisco we arc all in agreement on
the best method to make our influence felt inside the party," he said.

Reversals in
Titles Noted
Tilles fur three "Computers
and You Series" classes were reversed in the Fall 1983 Continuing Education catalog of
classes.
The following are the correct
days and times for these classes:
Course 1201-B, Pascal Language
Programming (appeared as Basic
Language Programming in the
catalog) course date Sept. 2'7, 29
and Oct, I; 1202-B Basic II
(appeared as Pascal Language
Programming) course date Session 1: Sept. 27, 29, Oct. l; 1203B Basic I (appeared in the catalog
as Basic II), course date Session
l: Sept. 13, 15 and 17.

I
I
I
I $. 75 off any size pizza.
I One coupon per pizza.
I
Expires 9-13-83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262-1662
I Now open
for lunch
I Open every day
at 11 :00
I
I
I
I
I

$.75

II,

ABOUT
OTHER INSURANCE PlANS
Available To You
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• LIFE INSURANCE

fl

::.)

Example: Age 19·36, 100,000 life Polley
$120.00 Annual Cost or
$10.80 Monthly Cost

.:;;
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• For
MEDICAL
INSURANCE
part-time students

}

/·..

carrying Jess than 6 hours

'·

~~~~

.Natural Sound's

Rikki Reich

Severlfl UNM students took part in the Dorm Street Dance
held Saturday night in front of Santa Ana Hall.

New Course To Address
N-Weaponry Reactions
The study of human reaction to
annihilation by nuclear weaponry,
from the physical and emotional
standpoint, will be the subject of a
class offered by the department of
American Studies at the University
of New Mexico this fall.
Evelyn McConeghey, who received her masters degree from the
University of Washington in social
work, will be teaching "Nuclearism," American Studies 30 I. The
class will study the human reaction
to the psychological impact of having nuclear weapons and the ability
to destroy the earth.
McConeghey, founder of the nonprofit organization Image Seminars,
said the class will study the writings
of philosophers and physicists who
have confronted the possibility of
nuclear annihilation.
She said the study of nuclearism
in this course will be from the
psychological standpoint of Jung,
Who believed the world was a manifestation of the psyche.
"Nuclearism" will meet today in
Marron Hall Room 120 from 6:30 to
9:15 p.m. The course .is three credit
hours, offered through American
Studies.

McConeghey said nuclearism is
the first common ground both
psychologists and physicists have
been able to study. Both can understand the impact of a nuclear apocalypse.
Many of the texts used in the
course were written by physicists
who have studied the philosophy of
annihilation.
McConeghcy said most people have
experienced "nuclear numbing", or
the inability to conceptionalize the
future without nuclear weapon capabilities in the world.
"The goals of this course will be
to first attain a clear perception of
present nuclearism feelings, then to
get a clear image of a future earth
without total destruction hanging
over us," she said.
So often these feelings have been
repressed to the point where many
people show physical and emotional
forms of grief, she said.
Jungian theory, in .this course's
study of nuclearism through psychological means, docs not focus on behavior or modification of behavior,
but on an understanding of the depth
of patterns, physical and emotional,
of the internal makeup of man, she
said.

STOREWIDE SAVINGS!
All $8.98 List LPs and Cassettes
2 for $13!
higher list Ips 2.00 off regular
price with the purchase of two

Hours
10-9 Mon-Sat
11-6 Sun

Live
Rockabilly Show
Breakers
&

Jet Girls
Aug. 27 at the Tamarind
Restaurant - First Plaza
Advance Tickets $3.00
At Natural Sound

Chinese Classes Offered;
Four Levels· To Be Given
The University of New Mexico
Office of International Programs
and Services and· the Chinese Students Assochttion arc sponsoring
Chinese Language classes serving
both the American and Chinese
community in Albuquerque with
four different class levels.
Three regular classes from beginning to advanced levels are designed
for students interested in language
study, using the satne textbook as
the Boston Chinese Language
School. Classes are open to anyone
age 6 and up. All classes will be
taught in Mandarin dialect, the
nation:!! dialect of China.
Communication skills and
Chinese alphabets will be empha·
sized. A conversation class is·
offered for adults interested in learn· .
ing common daily conversation and
customs. The conwrsation class is

being taught by Mrs. Pearl Wu, a
lecturer in Chinese in the Depart·
ment of Modern and' Classical Language.
Instruction is scheduled for 12
Sundays from2 to4p.m .• beginning
Sunday, through Nov. 20.
Registration will he accepted Oil
the first day of class from I:30 to 2
p.m. in Room 21.5 Ortega Hall, Yale
Blvd. NE, on the UNM main cam·
pus. Registration fcc is $25 per adu!t
or the first child in~~ family. Addt·
tiona! children of the same family
will get a discount. Books may be
ordered during registration.
Additional information is available from the Office of International
Programs and Services at I717
Roma NE, 277-4032, or from Mrs.
Bernice Yu, 883-2665, Mrs. Regina
Chen, 268-6471 or Mrs. Margaret
Chu, 844-993 L

'\

'
;

Patricia MaHhews

Available for consultation at
884-6827
2625 PennsylVania N.E. Suite 300
AlbUquerque, NM 87110

• CATASTROPHIC PlANS
5,000-10.000-25,00() Deductible Plans

Snafu
The Daily Lobo incorrectly rc·
ported Tirernan Library hours for
the fall semester. The correct
hours are Monday through Fri·
day, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Satur·
day 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

119 Harvard. SE 25·5·8295
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Honduran Officials
Plan National Draft
TEGL'ClGALPA. Honduras
IL:PlJ Hondumn militnry official;
~aid Saturda' the\' planned a new
natitlnv.idc Jrafl regi;tratltltl to include ;\!J(J.OIJO men ht~twccn thu age'
of I K and .10. mutehing .a >imilar
mu1 e annnunccd ny ncighhoring
:-;JCaragua Ja,t v.eek.
The normal regl,trati~>n rcriod
ended Aug. 15, hut the Honduran
military ~pok~'mun 'a1u a new campmgn v.oult! bcg10 in De~:umbcr
targctmg u large number of youth'
v.hn failed to 'ign up earlier.

Communications----

o;cr 12.000 men.
The Ntcaraugan government al>o
charges the Reagan administration
with funding a "secret army" of
'7 ,000 rightiM rebels operating out of
Honduran hav~ns and trying to topple the Sandinista government.
The L!nitcu States und Honduras
are in the first stages of eight-month
militarv maneuver> to include an
amphibious landing by 2,000 U.S.
Marines and na vaJ operations
headed by the attack aircraft carrier
USS CLJrul Sea.

lhc nc" registration <Vas called
cnli>t" the men "who nrc obligated to o,erve the1r country." the
spoke1man said.

In El Salvador, rebels blacked out
ca;tern San Vicente province and set
up road blocks on the key Pan American highway to mark the two-month
He ~ddcd that forced recruiting anniversary of the stan of a U.S .•
from city street> or local jails to fill planned pacification program, militthe ranks of the army was no longer ary officials said,
being practiced.
Soldiers surprised guerrillas who
While a law calling for two years had set up a road block in the area at
of military service has been on the Chalcuapa, resulting in a fierce firebooks in Honduras for several years, fight, the officials said.
it was the first time in. memory it was
The fighting left four rebels
being enforced, residents said.
wounded, as well as five civilians,
The spokesman declined to who were trapped in a crossfire,
opecul<ltc on what portion of the officials reported.
300,000 expected to be affected by
Military spokesmen claim rebels
the registration would actually be operating in the key agricultural procalled to active service.
vince have largely been driven from
the
area, and 30.000 peasants reloI.i!st week, the leftist Nicaraguan
cated
in abandoned villages and
go•mrnment announced a 'imilar
move that will mcludc 201J,00() men farm,,
and \Hli!Wn in Octohcr. The HonThe ma\or of La La!!uana, lnduran draft rcghtratwn appear'> to be cated m chalatenango pre" in~e ab·
a rc;ptmsc to tncrcasml! tcn,inlll nc- outliO mJie; nnrth nl the capital. wa'
t,.ecn the tv.n countries.
kidnapped by rebel,, SahttJoran
official<o ;md.
Wa,hington chlim> the Sandim,ta
army b the lari!C'>t in Central Amcr·
The mayor belong; tCJ the extreme
it:a and growing, with about 25.000 righti>t ARENA party, headed by
regular >old~er;. 25,000 a~tivc rc· former national guard major Rober·
serves and up to 75,000 militia, The to D'Aubub;,on, now leader of the
Honduran anny is estimated at ju't national u."embly.
"Ill

Rikki Reich

The UNM Bookstore has been very busy these past few days with students purchasing
the required books for their courses.

Civilian Bombing Charged by Rebels
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
(UP!) - Rebels charged Sunday
that l 05mm artillery backing a
sweep operation by l ,000 government soldiers was used in the "indiscriminate bombardment'' of civilians.
The operation is focu5ed on
Jucuaran. in the ea;tem Usulutan
prrn mce along the Pacific coast,
v.herc operation commander Col.
Jorge Adalberto Cruz say; rcbeh
frequently receive clandestine am1s
shipment~ by small boat from Nicaragua.
The operation involves about
1.000 ;o.ldiers backed by jets and
artillery. and has been underway for
four days, Cruz said,
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For
Large, Thick Crust,

::

Pepperoni Pizzo

::

With this Coupon

one coupon per pluo, watch the lobo
every day for our coupon specials

243-2100

EXpires 8-30-83
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.PIZZA EXPRESS
· ·
.
~
1710 Central SE
1 FREE drink
~

~

·

~

Sun·Th 11:30am-12om

Frl & Sat I
~

lam

With an)/ small pizza

2 FREE drinks
With any medium pizza

-iC
~

3 FREE drinks

~

with any littge pizza
iJtm have • 75¢ vaJuo

t . .. ...
~

FREE

llmHod dollv•lll .,..

in the
New Mexico
Daily Lobo

.

one coupon pet pizza

t
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SALE

YOU CAN BET ON AGOOD DEAL!

Gel read)' lOr a lllile ac:ron at Mountarns & Arvers· 1~1h AnnrYE!tsaty ~ale Mourliams & Rivers

has theabsolule greatest'" outdoor clothmg and eqwpment,and now 5 yo_ur cnance l_o make a
ktllmg on _s!eeomg bags. oac;ks. ram ~ear. white water gear, hrkrng shOrts, Ients. and cross
country skrS. Sale starts Wednesda~·. August ~4fn. Here's tNe deaf

$1.50 OFF any Large Pizza
$1.00 OFF any Medium Pizza
$1.00 OFF any Small Pizza
Just tell us you want the
Moglcold Discount

~

t ••Ai~;~.tva.******~.:::*3~:i.•••••*t

Fl'ldav
Sawrday
Mortday

l5% ort everything
'20% ofi every\hlng
i!O'It off every1h1ng
2S~ -oil ·evetylhlng

8/30

ruesoay

JD% olr everything

8t3f
911
9t2

Wednesday

~5o/o

rnursoay

40% Oil evet'flhing
45% olf everythiilg

am

812.9

ffrday
Sature1.'1V

SO%

off everyltllog

olf everything
'

ofi everything

~our ~core'

SPECIAL DEAL FOR HIGH ROLLERS
C<3fd_

Medium
$5.25
$6.25
$7.25

Large
$6.50
$7.75
$9.00

Price per Item .
. .75
$1.00
Beverages---Coke, Sprite, Dr. Pepper and Diet Coke
SALE'S TAX INCLUDED

$1.25
.75

Oh

we ,t 91\le 'fO'I an aad1Uona1
to- <Jet' no of a

H ydu gel 1M h1911

·o~o olfl

yean ana "keeo you1 e'.'!!s oe.erea lor ·'Harry. rhe Hustrer ·

Uytng
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Tee-Shirts

m the w·nJrtg tach day pt1CE!$ '"""' d'"'Wn_ bur lhe P1C1<1h s get Sln'n So

On sa1es or !100 or more cut tne deck w1th our own 'TOmmy the Duke

~
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4s ybu eM see. ,rs au

MENU
Small
$4.00
$4.75
$5.50

Wednesday

aon- • wa1t roo ldrig 10 make

Moglcord not valid with other coupons

Coupon
Cheese PizZa
One item
Two items

Bt24
8125
812&

~13

~

t
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fhot you .always hove o coupon
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Small Ads

nationwide strike was re-eduation
for employees who might be displaced by new technology or by the
breakup of AT&T scheduled for
January 1984, AT&T made $7.2 billion in profits in 1982, Madrid said,
and they should be able to provide
training for displaced employees.

or come into the store at Central and
University and challenge our video games
while you wait for your order.

***********************************'¢.

;

''The clerical staff doesn't recognize that they're such an abused and
misused part of the system,'' Madrid said. "They don't realize how

important they are."
The CWA is also one of three
unions that have been on strike
against American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. for 15 days. A tentative agreement was in the works to
end the strike at press time.
Madrid said the basic issue of the

All clas~cs are taught by qualified instructors. Tuition fees for the classes vary. Students 60 ycurs or
older arc eligible for a $10 tuition discount.
Among other non-credit classes being offered arc
arithmetic: acting workshop: cartooning: Chinese
brush painting; fundamentali; of interior design; furniture making: photography; stained glass work>hops:
tapestry weaving: Chinese cookery: microwave
cooking; world of wine: accounting principles; buying
and selling a home; estate planning; evaluating real

estate investments; job seeking skills development; tax
shelter investments; creative writing; public speaking;
children's tap dance; children's theater workshop;
Among the classes for credit are black pQlitics;
nuclearism; beginning typewriting; introduction to
sign language; principles of economics; stress management; occupational health and safety; aci'Obics/jogging; casting and angling;. beginning conversatiomli
Spanish; and reducing math anxiety.
1n additiop, the division will offer two tclecollcgc
credit courses, including an introduction to computer
literacy for one hour of credit and contemporary health
issues for three credit hours.
Tuition for the telecourses is $40 for each credit
hour, Registration will be conducted from 10:30 a.m.
to I p.m. Saturday in Room 147 of Woodward Hall on
the UNM campus.
The division also offers several independent study
correspondence courses and will begin scvend noncredit classes at the Vocational Complex at the Bernalillo High School.
Tuition for these classes is $32.25 for each credit
hour, For New Mexico residents or any student enrolling in six or fewer hours, tuition is $107 for each credit
hour.
The division's registration hours arc H a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays. People with major credit cards may
register for the division's non-credit classes and con·
fcrenccs and institutes by calling 277-6542, 277-2.135
or 277·4624.
More infonnation can be obtained by consulting the
division's Exploration catalog, available at the division office at 805 Yale NE and at all branches of the
Albuquerque Public Library. or by calling 277-3751.

ot no extro cost

243-2100

SPECIAL WELCOME BACK
COUPONS
,,

continued from page 1
do with tbe short stay of many employees, she said.

Red and green chili sauces, tortillas, enchiladas,
tacos and tamales are examples of the native foods
which will be discussed, prepared and san1plcd in a
course on New Mexico cooking.
The course is one of some 185 non-credit classes
that will be offered. during the 1983 fall semester by the
University of New Mexico Division of Continuing
Education and Community Scrv.iccs.
The courses cover a wide variety of topics and fall
under 13 major headings, including academic skills,
arts and crafts, bonne cuisine, business and finance,
com.munication skills, especially for kids, health,
home and garden, humanities, languages, music and
dance, recreation and fitness and "everything else."
Registration opened Aug. 8 for the division's noncredit offerings. The courses have differl!nt starting
dates, but many arc scheduled to begin in September.
Those interested are urged to register as soon as
possible since a]l class~s have minimum and maximum enrollment levels. Early registration not only
guarantees a person's place in class. but assures that
the course will meet the necessary minumum enrollment level.

Call 243-21 00 and get a piping hot pizza
delivered directly to your door or dorm

limited
delivery area

,.

Money-----

Conti11uing Ed Classes Abound

PIZZA EXPRESS

FREE
DELIVERY
1 71 0 Central SE
Sun-Th 11 :30om-12om
Fri 6 Sat 11 :30am·1 am

The rich agricultural province of the fighting, and the army mainUsulutan and neighboring San tained control of the highway
Vicente province are currently part Sunday.
of apacification program planned by
The strategic city has been beAmerican military and civilian sieged twice this year for weeks at a
advisers.
time when rebels isolated it from the
The plan calls for the area to be capital.
The Committee of Mothers of
cleared of rebels through sweeps
Political
Prisoners and Disappeared
such as the one now underway fol"
in
a
Sundav
broadcast over the
said
lowed by the repopulation 11f abandoned farms and villages with Catholic church's radio station,
"U.S. intervention in El Salvador
peasants loyal to the government.
has reached levels never before susIn other fighting. rebels and sol- pected, even to determining the kind
diers clashed for three hours Satur- of milk we ought to drink."
day night 30 miles north of San Sal"The United States is accustomed
vador for control of the highway to intervening anywhere on earth as
leading to Suchitoto,
it is now doing in Nicaragua," the
Officials said three rebels died in committee said.

continued from page 1
be resolved.
The two sides agreed that they
because of the breakup of the company Jan. 1. The divestiture compli· would set a deadline for AT&T's 22
operating companies to reach agreecated it," Hughes said.
The court action also has workers ments with the union on local
issues - allowing two or three days
concemed about their jobs,
for
those talks -then would have
''We have bargained with one eye
the union rank-and-file vote simulon Judge Green," Hughes said.
"We were conccmcd about job taneously on the national and local
security even more than wages. agreements,
H would be up w local unions to
There are no givebacks in this con·
tract. We put in a number of job decide whether to return to work
penc!ing ratification,
security items."
On strike arc the CWA, the InterMoney also had been a major
issue. AT&T had offered a 3.5 per- national Brotherhood of Electrical
cent raise, The union was seeking Workers, and the Telecommunabout 7 percent, which it said re- ciaions International Union.
Union employees walked off t.he
flected productivity increases and
huge AT&T profits. Pay provisions job when their contract expired Auof the proposed new contract were gust 7. Supervisors have kept the
nationwide Bell System operating.
not rcl eased .
Scattered incidents of violence
"The Communications Workers and vandalism have been reported
of America bargaining committee is since the walkout began, but no one
considering a total proposal from has been seriously injured. Only a
AT&T," the union announced in a handful of strike-related arrests have
statement.
been made.
Executive board approval of the
The walkout has had little effect
proposal does not necessarily mean on most telephone service. But there
an immediate return to work. Any were still delays in getting directory
settlement must be put to a rank-and- assistance or making operatorfile vote, which takes about n week, assisted calls, and installation and
and local contract issues remain to maintenance services were slowed.

Las: lrme lle surraced. t1e was
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SALE STAATS WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 24th· 10:00 AM
Come on over- we'll deal you in!
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MORE DATES!
Yes, mole or female, you'll score more often if you con
talk knowledgeably about the Greek world. Enroll
today.
History 313
History 320

Greece Tue-Thvr 11:00 • 12:15

Alexander the Great Tue-Thur 12:30- 1:45

Contact Prof. Berthold or History Dept. far details.
-~'->-~""'-'~~~~.,_,_~.,_,_~,~~~~~

JG_
(

PRESENTS
Tonight at 8 PM
•
Sweeny Convention Center
Santa Fe

7373 K;itg
8t special guests The Planets
Saturday, August 27th, 8 PM
Sunday, August 28th, 8 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater
Santa Fe

RiCI< JPRinGFiELD
Saturday, September 3rd, 8 PM
Tingley Coliseum

MANHAlTAN TRANSfER
Tuesday, September 13th, 8 PM
KIVA Auditorium

Todd Randgren
&Utopia
,.

Stereotyped Notions Acquired Early;
Children Exposed to Various
Careers
•

Tickets available at all GiantTicket Centers:
The General Stores in Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
Record Bar in Coronado Center
The New Wild West Music

Children tWcquire stereotyped notions of mens' and
women's work early in life, but can change their minds,
say two University of New Mexico educators.
Becky Bailey and Ann Nihlen of the Educational
Founc]ations department conducted their research with
students at Albuquerque's Longfellow Elementary
School.
The students identified fanners as men, seamstresses
as women, and clerks, singers and zooke.epers as both in
the tests conducted. After hearing presentations by men
and women who hold non·traditional jobs, the chi ldrcn
abandoned some, but not all, of their stereotypes.
"Now we know we can change children's attitudes
somc,justby exposing them to new ideas," says Bailey
about the one-year project funded by the state Department of Education. "But we also want insights that will
give depth to a sex equity curriculum."
Bailey and Nihlen are planning further research and
hope to develop videotapes, curriculum guidelines and
classroom kits to expose children to the variety of
careers open to both men and women, The ultimate goal
is to equip them to find satisfying careers unhampered
by self-imposed gender restrictions.
"Job segregation by gender. with women at the bottom holding the lowest paying positions, is a reality,"
says Nihlen. "Given that this generation of girls will
work most of their adult lives, we have to change both
boys' and girls' minds about what jobs are appropriate
for them."
Nihlen and Bailey began their study by showing
androgenous stick figur!'ls to 135 Longfellow students
and asking if the work was being don.e by men, women,
or both.
Of the 30 jobs pictured, only seamstress and secretary
were identified as women's jobs, nine were labeled
men's jobs and 19 were both.
Fourth- and fifth-graders were more likely than kindergarteners to have sex-role stereotypes about jobs,
and boys were more rigid than girls.
Asked to name three jobs they would like to have,
boys were more likely to pick jobs in the male-only
category. Girls tended to pick two stereotyped women's ·
jobs and one non-traditional job. Pressed to name only
one job they wanted, they usually chose a woman's job.
These stereotyped views are probably inspired by
"the influence. of society as a whole," including the
schools and the media, says Nihlen. That influence,
especially television's, is strong enough to counter parents' messages about equal opportunity, she adds.
After the stick-figure test, the Longfellow students
watched videotapes of non-traditional job workers, then
saw class presentations by a male secretary and a female
veterinarian, police officer, race-car driver and others.
They also visited several job sites, including the courtroom of District Judge Patricia Madrid.
The presentations influenced more than 70 percent of
the children to abancJon their stereotyped views of I0 of

the 30 occupations: farmer, astronaut, miner, firefighter, basketball player, pilot, forest ranger, secretary,
soldier and mechanic.
The presentations were less effective, however, in
inspiring the children to pick non-traditonal careers for
themselves. Overall, the children kept the same preferred jobs, although the order of preference changed
slightly.
The presentations also spotlighted the influence of
role models. Kindcrgarteners who identified firefigh.
ters as men in the pre-test said they were women in the
post-test because they had seen a female firefighter in
class.
''This kind of reverse stereotyping shows how important it is to show a variety of people in each job," says
Bailey.
·
The youngest children also identified truck drivers as
women - probably because of a gasoline commercial
being shown on TV at the time.
"The older the students were, the more interested
they were in the emotiomd aspects of the job,'' says
Bailey. "Fourth- and fifth-graders needed reassurance
that people not only could do non-traditional work but
were well-adjusted and not harassed on the job."
Fifth-grade boys were scornfully skeptical about the
prowess of a Lobo woman basketball player- until
she dazzled them with her dribbling technique - and
were acutely uncomfortable with the male secretary.
"This emotional aspect comes from a threat to children's sexual identity at a time when they are on the
verge of puberty," says Bailey. "That's why it's so
important to be involved while they're forming these
concepts,"
"We asked all the workers to talk about the qualifications and preparations for toeir jobs, and about the
salary," says Nihlen, "so the job could become a clear
possibility for the children.
"Breaking out of stereotypes will take not just knowledge but new attitudes," she continues, "For example,
the woman firefighter was able to convey the mental
toughness as well as the physical strength needed for her
job.''
The older boys at Longfellow showed a reluctance to
widen their concepts of some jobs to include women.
"There's a need among some boys to hold on to 'our'
positions," says Bailey, ''and maybe there is some
retaliation by boys for pressures they sense society
imposing on them to change.'' Nihlen points out that
typically male jobs also are the higher paying "power
positions."
The teachers were as eager to interview the visiting
workers as their students were, adds Nihlen.
Nihlen and Bailey have received a second grant from
the Department of Education to continue their project
this school year. They will conduct their stick·figurc
tests at three Albuquerque elementary schools and will
present guest lectures by 20 non-traditional workers.

Standoff Gives Libya Tighter Control
TRIPOLI, Libya (UPI)- The
military standoff in Chad has
allowed Libya to tighten its control
in the north of that heat-scorched
African land and enhanced Col.
Moammar Khadafy's prospects of
achieving his main goal in the conflict, diplomats said.
With almost half of Chad held by
Libyan~backed guerrillas, they said

Khadafy appeared closer than ever
to annexing a strip of land known as
the Aouzou that runs the entire
Libya-Chad border, including part
of the strategic Tibesti Mountain
range which may be rich in uranium
deposits.
Diplomatic sources cautioned
against seeing Libyan policy simply
as reckless adventurism aimed at re-

gional destabilization. Some experts
said Libya might have a case forthis
claim to a natural southern defense
line,
The area's attraction is increased
by partially completed surveys linking the Aouzou to the rich uranium
reserves in northern Niger, Libya's
other southern neighbor west of
Chad.

By Eddie Tafoya

Cynthia M. Stuart has been nutritional approach with the ajd of
appointed director of admissions for local students. They plan to visit the
the University of New Mexico. villagers in January.
Stuart, who has served in a number
of capacities in the admissions office
The Part-time Adult College Enfor the past nine years, held the post try program (PACE) recently
of associAte director at the time of awarded grants of $250 to five reher appointment, Aug. 18. She re- turning students, This is the first
places Lucille Morrow, who retired time such awards have been made.
June 30.
George Allison, Phyllis Harriman, Nancy Hubert, Donna
Karen .T efferson Melgaard and Marsh and Sylvia Armijo Syfert
Don ,Thea Hush, UNM College of received the awards to continue their
Engineering students, have each education. The awards are renewbeen awarded $5,000 doctorate fel· able for one semester.
lowships from the; GTE Corp. to
continue their studies. The felElena Avila, coordinator of the
lowships are designed to keep qual- Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center, reified people in the engineering cently attended the fifth annual conteaching profession, and both stu- ference of the National Coalition
dents have expressed an interest in Against Sexual Assault in Minremaining in education.
neapolis, Minn. The four-day
national meeting attrac.ted 500 repUniversity alumna Margaret reselltatives from more than 30
"Penny'' Jimenez of Albuquerque states.
has been named the new director of
Avila participated .in sessions that
the state Motor Transportation Divi- dea~t with rape, child incest,
sion, Transportation Secretary counseling, women of ethnic minoJudith Espino sa announced re- rites and <c>lf-defense,
cently.
Jimenez, 43, was executive director of the YWCA in Albuquerque at
the time of her appointment,. a position she had held since 1979. She has
been in state government before, as
supervisor of home economics in the
Department of Education's Vocational Education Division. Jimenez
holds a master's degree in management programming and a bachelor's
degree in home economics from
UNM.
Wendy Sandoval and Kathleen
Kolhler, assistant professors of
home economics at UNM, will provide nutritional data regarding the
value of certain local foods for villagers near the Mexican city ofTuxtla
Gutierrez in the state of Chiapas.
The local diet is not strong on
fruits and vegetables to begin with,
and local beliefs hold that women
should not eat many foods during
pregnancy, leaving them with a
menu of beans and tortillas.
The professors hope to combat
these superstitions, to niake available information on food drying as a
111cans of preserving food in the
villagers' primitive circumstances,
and to study the effectiveness of this

as closed at the Registration Center are open. The courses are
rilm History I: The Silent Era
and !ntrodUctioll to Film. For
additional information, contact
Michael Costello in the film division of the theater arts department at 277-6262.

WildRose
2918 Central SE

Just east of Girard
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· f=ree parking

KINKO'S

ocross 2nd st.

Low Prices
No Minimum

G

Open Seven Days
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kinko•s copivs

Natural Fiber Clothing

Unique Accessories
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Bfs. Gloria Bet,ker. K. Benson. Anne Klein, Norma Komall, Max. PendetOI\ Wifft Wear
Desgner Eamngs; Belfs, Bags, Obis, Sccwes...
··

Backpacking, hiking and rock
climbing are beginnbg to be used
by some psychologists and
psychiatrists as therapy for their
patients, One such psychologist,
Dr. Philip West of Albuquerque,
said wilderness experiences can
help his patients relate to both
people and nature, in addition to
giving them a sense of accomplishment,
West, who has been hi practice
since 1974, said adolescents arc
his special interest. He said he
has found that most of the young
people he works with are disturbedand "don'thave much of a
sense of self."
"I was working with one
young man," West said, "who
was afraid to try anything new even to come out of his house.
We finally got him on the trail,
and that was an accomplishment
in itself."
West said that after severe!
weeks of hiking he had his patient
start rock climbing, being secured with ropes on a hill that
"anybody could walk up.''
"At first he was scared to
death and wouldn't move. Now
he's doing quite a bit of rock
climbing and literally romps
through the woods," West said.

"Facing those dangers has given
him a new perspective on many
levels.''
West said these perspectives
involved coming up against nature and danger, as well as being
better able to relate to other people on a. common ground.
"When you're hiking in a
group it gives everybody a common experience to relate to,"
West said. "If you're eating at a
table, everybody is doing the
same thing, But they're all coming from different places and
going to different places.
"If yov're all walking along
the trail, all the people involved
are getting tired, and seeing pretty much the same thing. Eventually, you .compare notes about
the exact same thing, It's sharing. It's contact on a very basic
leveL"
West said he is very much an
advocate of this type of therapy,
but that there has been some trouble because the third-party payers
(namely the insurance companies) do not compensate for
backpacking trips.
"A Jot of people can't afford
both psychotherapy and backpacking expenses," he said.
Tltt\ experience of "getting
grounded" was another aspect of
hiking that West found beneficial

to his patients, as weH as people
who have recently .experienced a
major loss.
"What people feel after a divorce or the death of a family
member is that all the things they
have come to depend on have
been swept out from under them,
and they begin to feel insecure
about their identity.
"A trip into the woods is good
for that because when you're
doing it you're feeling who you
are with every step."
West sees the world of cement
steps, manmade desks, typewriters and television as things that
take people away from reality,
He said people need to periodicaUy get away from the stimuli of
work, school and traffic, and to
step back and regroup their
thoughts.
"When you're out in the
woods you have to prepare your
own .meals, The wind blows in
your [ace, You get exhausted;
you get grounded in what's
real.,
West said even though the idea
for prescribing this type of therapy came from a co-worker, he
chose to do it because of his own
experience. He said backpacking, hiking and fishing helped
him to understand who he was.

.
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Courses Open
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New Trails Made into Psychotherapy

Two theater arts courses listed

Saturday, October 1st
2 shows 7 PM & 10:30 PM
Kiva Auditorium
Reserved seating

·
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Sunday, September 25th, 8 PM
Graham Central Station

The Temptations
&The FourTops

~~tor ... ~~~••·

2312 central S.E.
255·9673

-·-·- .. __....._._....____ ,_
~.,
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GOLDEN FRIED

~~;;..-C-H_I_c_K_EN--~~~·I

1830 LOMAS N.E.
NOW OPEN FOR
BREAKFAST AT 7 AM
MON.-FRI.
Serving the ~~(g ~llfiD! ~ Roll
and Fresh Squeezed Orange Juice!

----------·--------Frontier Roll, 8 oz. Fresh Squeezed
Orange Juice, Coffee
$1.19
Reg. $1:62

~---------·"""~~~-:--•.--:e.···
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To get ahead,
you've otto push

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
GYROS-Serveo on a pita breao with Grec::ian
oip
SOUVLAKI-Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD-with pita bread
BAKLAVA-for dessert
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We now have Beer and Wine!!

106-A Cornell Dr. SE
Op~n MON - .FRI 11-B

HP-41 C and HP-41CV

HP·lOC l-IP's Lowest Priced

HP·12C

• Full line of preprogram mabie functions for
math, trig, logs, and basic statistics.
• 79 program lines and features like branching,
conditional tests. pause, forward and
backward line-by-line program review.

• Extensive set of financial and siatlstical
functions including bond calculations.
amortization, discounted cash flow

Advanced
Financial Programmable

Scientific Programmable

A Whole computer
system in one
portable box
-~-···.·.~ :·

w
\

't':
y_

STANDARD
INCLUDED ITEMS
80CPS ,Printer (B.ulll-in),
Accoustic Coupler (Built-in),
Two Disk Drives (Buill-in), 7"
Amber Screen, Delachable
Keyboard, CPM 2.2, 64K, 8 &fiware Programs

analysis, and Infernal rale of return.

Sale $5 795

Retail Price $70.00

Retail Price $120.00

• You have plenty of memory for your applica•
tions. The HP-41C contains 441 bytes of builtin memory. The HP-41CV contains 2,233
bytes. Using extended functions and extended

0'• • •

d,

...

For Inrormation in Albuquerque Call:
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Free drinks were provided to students Friday outside the Registration Center by Rix and Sally
Tillman of the First Baptist Church. The church will begin to serve free lunch to students on
Sundays, said the Tillmans.

memory modules. you can obtain up to an ad-

ditional 4,221 bytes of memory for both
models.
• The HP-411ets you communicate fn friendly
words or numbers. Just enter keystrokes as

293-0188

HP-11 C

Advanced
Scientific Programmable

NEW.SLAND

r~t

BOOKSTORE~
~

...

~

Cl)

3:
~

Computer Books
Schaum's course outlines
Test Guides
Cliff/Monarch notes
1984 Calendars

Plus our excellent inventory of
paperbacks magazines & out-of-state newspapers.

2112 Central (Across from UNM)
Open 9 to 9 Every day

Then two developed aerial shots resolution under magnification
of the same ground area are placed makes possible the examination of
on a stereoscope, a device which any crevice, shadow or boulder of
gives the viewer the same perspec- interest to the viewer.
At UNM, the Remote Sensing
tive !te would get wit!t his own eyes:
Unit has stereoscopes ranging from
a three-dimensional one.
What appears in either of the two a modest 6 inch by I8 inch $800
photos to be a barely perceptible model to a $14,000 Bausch and
shadow, when viewed in the stereo- Lomb Stereo Zoom Transfer Scope,
scope, becomes a (lefinite road with which is about 4 feet long and 2 feet
wide and will superimpose a third
raised embankments escorting it.
The wider apart the points from perspective, such as a map, over the
which the photos are taken of the stereo view so the positions of roads
area, the more heightened the vertic- can be marked precisely for later in·
al exaggeration. Instead of the flat- vestigation.
tening effect achieved by most two•'The study of Chaco Canyon is a
dimensional high altitude aerial good example of high technology
photos, the stereoscopic approach being used to examine a civilization
lets. the viewer sec which rocks are which thrived some 800ycars ago,"
higher, which lower, and the lens Drager added.

.

father never had.

"'

TPARKER

• Expandable function set includes matrix solu·
!Ions, complex number operations, solve for
roots, numerical integration.
• Poweriul programming features: 448 program
lines, Insert/delete editing, subroutines, con,Jl·
tiona! and unconditional branching, flags and
conditional tests, five redefinable keys, User
mode.
0
Retail Price $120.00
Sale 5

tions.
• With Continuous Memory, yourworkissaved
when the computer Is turned off.

HP-41C

HP-41CV

$195.00 Retail

$275.00 Retail

Sale 6 15595

Sale 522500

96°

Other Hewlett-Pac~ard Back to School Specials!

Series 40 Peripherals

Retail

Sale

HP·82104A Cord Reader
HP-82143A Printer/ Plotter
HP-82153A Optical Wand

$195.00
$385.00
$125.00

$165.00
$325.00
5110.00

Series 40 Extension Modules
HP-82170A Quad M~mory Module
HP-82180A Extended Functions
HP-82181A Extended Memory
HP-82182A Time Module

$75.00
$75.00
$75.00
$75.00

567.50
567.50
567.50
567.50

$30.00
$45.00
$75.00

527.00
$40.50
567.50

TEXAS

Sale

$12.50

511.25

Series 10 Calculators and Accessories
HP-16C Advanced Programmable for Computer Scientists
HP-llCSolutions Handbook
HP-12C Solutions Handbook
HP-12C Tralnin9 Guide
HP-12C Real Estate Ae£21ications
HP·l5C Advanced Functions

$120.00

$100,00
$18.00
$18.00
$13.50
$13,50

$20.00
$20.00
$15.00
$15.00
$20.00

$18.00

HP-82120AMulti·purpose Rechargeable Baffe!JI Pac
HP-820598 AC Adapter/Recharger
HP-82200A HP-41 iouc:hpad

$35.00
$12.50
$20.00

$31.50
$11.25
$18.00

REQUIRED JTF.MS:

TI 55·0

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

LCD Programmable with Statistics
Tl-30SLR Solar Scientifie
Tl-35·11 Student Scientific
TI-BA-Ullusiness Analyst
Tl-BA-55 Business
1'1-CC-40 Compact Computer

Retail

FOR ENGINEERING 122-GRAPHIC MODULE
AUGUST 1983

INSTRUMENTS

Retail $50.00

HP-41 Solutions Books

Series 40 Accessories

Series 40 Software

Petroleum Fluids

Enter the Parker Top-of-theClass Sweepstakes and you could
\Nin something that can give you a
real advantage inlife.
Your ownTexas Instruments
home computer
While youre at it, pick up
something better to write with,
too. AParkerJotter ball pen.
·
. lts microscopically-textured
ball grips the paper to help prevent
messy blobbing and skipping.
And it writes up to five times
longer than most ball pens.
Look for svveepsrakes entry
forms and details at your college
bookstore. But do it soon. Wiili
over 500 computers to win, this is
one sweepstakes worth entering.
'While you still have the chance.

Advanced Scientific
Programmable with Special Funcllpns

you would enter them on a calculator,

HP-41 Application Pacs
Navigation, Real Estate, Structural analysis

Parker presents 2500 chances

HP-15C

• An RPN system permits fast, accurate calcula-

• 203 program lines and features such as insert/delete editing, subroutines, indirect addressing, flags and conditional tests, flv.,
redefinable keys, User mode.
• Prepragratnmed math, trig, log, and statistical
functions.
Retail Price $90.00

Equipment Helps with Ancient Finds
Archaeologists at Chaco Canyon
have been finding the remains of
roads and buildings more complicated than even a fiction writer could
imagine. But a visitor to the area
only sees crumbling buildings. How
do archaeologists know there were
ancient roads?
"First, some great big cameras
are bolted to the floor of an airplane," said Dwight Drager, the
archeologist in charge of the Remote
Sensing Unit on the Uni versify of
New Mexico campus. "They cut
through the fuselage, put in some
Plexiglas and shoot through the
glass."
The pilot tries to stay at a reasonably constant altitude aS pictures are
taken.

96°0

Two Fully Programmable Models

Mu::hnel A. Gallegos

..

5

Sale

Sale ss·750
. $30.00 526.95
$25,00 $19.95

10~

lOa.
11.
I h.
12.

$50.00 $39.95
$60.00 $54.00
$250.00 $1.99.00

13.

F.L·506H

"Thin Man" Wallet·Size With 48 Scientific Functions
Extra lull-featured scientific calculator with built·in
statistics {unctions.
S I s2.495
Retail $29.95
ae

EL·5l2

"Thin Man'' Wallet·Slze wlth 12S Program Steps,
improved Scientific calculator with Multi Formula
i<eserve and Decimal/he.adecimal system
conversion.
Retail $44.95 Sale 537 95

14.
15-.
16,
17,
.1 8,

21"" T•Square
6 .. ·8ow.Conipas!l
5.. DMdet
8 .. 45' Triangle
10"30x60Trlangle

5.9S
3.20
3.20
1.00

Ctrde Template

1.80
1.00

t.oo

~'.l(U0-6 Frenc:'h Curve
Methanlc:al Triangular Scale
Metric Triangular Scale

Pilot H225 0.5nim Pencil
Pentel "100 HLe.ad
DA Lead Hofdet
H·2H·4H Lead•
,60 ea
to Shb:, Blft•ll Agepr~:~arVC!Iium
5 Shttr. 340·11•ometrlc P.apet
3-Shlll, 340·20 20d0 Graph Paper
3 Shts.-340M MeuJcGr.iph Paper
:j Shts,_340-210 Semi•Log Graph Papi!r
Era1ing Shlefd
Satid Paper Pad
Pink Jet Era1et
Drafting·tape
Caflll-lng Case

2.35
2.35
2.20
.65
2.20
1.80

.so
.40

.25
.25
.25
.3S
.35

1.00
.60

STUDENT
KltPRICE
with Carrying Case

s31 ~2sTAX

1.95

··---- sa4.9D

OPTIONAL ITEMS:
l6x21 DraWing Board
6" Sl!ml·drcle Protractor
Ames t.eHerlng Guide

$12.75

"'233 Lead Pointer
tOOSht. Engineering Pad

1.00

.30
2.30

1'.25

ON

Sale starts Aug. 19th
through Sept. 17, 1983

HOURS:

MON.-FRI. a:oo-s:ao
SAT. s:ao-.4:ao

CORNF.ROF
WYOMING
&COPPER

401 WYOMING NE • 265•7981
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MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Focus

STUDEl\TT DIBECTORY
Deletion of Names and Addresses

Culture of Ancient Civilization Perserveres
The Aztec Civilization is more,
than three thousand years old. In
1521, Cortez came from Spain
with his army and almost destroyed
the entire Aztec tribe. But the culture of the Aztecs lives on, as do
many of its people.
The center of the Aztec Civilization is in southern Mexico, althou~h
remnants of the Aztecs have been
found at Chaco Canyon in New
Mexico. An exhibit called the
"Chaco Phenomenon" is being displayed at the University of New
Mexico Maxwell Museum.
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico
and the Aztecs of Mexico have a lot
in common. Both groups are agriculturalists who believe man should
live in harmony with nature.
Los Volodores (flyers) and the
Aztec Dancers are performing
through Aug. 28 at the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center at 2401 12th St.
NW. The performances are Monday
through Friday at 7 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday at 6 and 8 p.m.

Los Volodores, (flyers), leap from their 80 foot perch and fly
around the pole until they reach ground using only a rope as
their constraint.

Any stuQ.ent wishing to have her/his name deleted

from the Student Directory needs to stop by the Student Activities Center located on the first floor of the
New Mexico Union Building (SUB) before Friday,
September 2, and fill out the appropriate form.
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Mfchacl A. Gallegos

Students will be able to play Putt Putt Golf in the recreation area of the Student Union
Building as soon as electrical power is supplied to the course.

Photos and Text
By
Michael A. Gallegos

Murder Victims
Found in Shop

The snake and fire dance is regarded as a very sacred religious dance among the Aztecs.
Some Aztec Indians perform one of their many ceremonial dances.
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CAMPUS B. ICYCL·E
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BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
All Bicycles Priced to Sell Fast
Bicycle Tune-up $10
Overhaul $25 Only $20 on First 30 Bikes
Thorn Resistant Tubes $4.50 each installed
!!!Master U-shaped lock ($300 guarantee)$19.99
25% off all accessories (except helmets)
PlUII many more sacings
Expert repairs on all makes of bicycles
All items are on sale

Come in and compare

MOUNTAIN BIKES

SALE

•
-----------------------------SALE

Sale ends Sept. 3
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SpecialS' good wifh tltis ad

THE UNM
INTENSIVE ENGLISH
INSTITUTE
offers
a course of instruction in

ENGLISH
ASASECONDLANGUAGE
for students who plan to enter the University of New Mexico.

\

• • •' •

The ?Ourse ih?ludes conversation, composition, listening comprehe ns1on, readmg and writing.
Fall semester, 1983: August 22 • Dec. 16
Spring Semester, 1984: January, 16: May 11.

For application information,
contact the Office of International Programs
and Services 277·4032

JOLIET, IlL (UP!)- A special
police team Sunday sought clues to
the stabbing and gunshot slayings of
four women in a pottery shop, the
fourth multiple murder that has
shaken the city in the past two
months.
The victims were found Saturday
in the Greenware by Merry Ceramic
and Craft Supply store in Joliet
Township and brought to 14 the
death count from a bloody summer
of violence in the area.
Authorities, who earlier expressed fear that the first 10 killings were
related, tightened security on their
investigation. Only' 'official'' taped
messages were issued.
Joliet Mayor John Bours said
police were unable to find a motive
for the latest slayings and did not
discount the possibility all were
committed by the same assailants.
"That's one of the fears," he
said. "Could it be there's a nut who
will go out and and mass murder?
We don't know. You wonder, who,
where, why, how anybody could do
something like this."
Police have noted similarities
among the summer's slayings. All
victims were shot to death, or stabbed, or both. All the multiple
slayings occurred on weekends,
usually on Saturday. One attempted
multiple slaying occurred just bcf'ore
dawn on a Sunday morning.

GO GREEK!

All cha;ct;ered student org;l.Ilizations must recharter
for the 1983-84 school year.
Rechartering packets have been sent out to organizations with campus addresses. Organizations with
mailboxes at the Student Activities Center should pick
their packet up at the Student Activities Center. People wishing to charter new organizations should pick
up forms at the Student Activities Center.
Deadlines for both new and rechartered organizations is Wednesday, September 14. Call Student Activities Center at 277-4706 for more information.

SCHOLARSHIP

GO GREEK!

Tonight! Tonight!
·-

For An Experience. Join A Fraternity!

·-

Interfraternity council
House Tours
*
*
*
*
*

Delta Sigma Phi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phi Gamma Delta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Lambda Chi Alpha

* Kappa Sigma

* Pi Kappa Alpha

**Sigma
Alpha Tau omega
Chi

I

Tour will begin at 6:30p.m. in the north lobby of the student Union
Building <SUB>. Please be prompt as tours will begin on schedule.
Rush I.D.s will be given out at this time. For further information, call
student Activities at 277·3711

GO GREEK!

FRIENDSHIP

I

GO GREEK!

I
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Scientists Visit Sunken Ironclad Ship

100% hand·c.rafted cotton futons

OPE:N 7 DAY:':>
13q HARVAP,D ~E.

Bright Fu. lure. Futo.·n Company
• n cQtli'lge indU!!Iry.

2424 GarfJeld Avenue SE
AlbUqlmrque, NM 87106

15051 268·9738

:268·7.2.0~
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BACK TO SCHOOL
•.• AND BACK IN SHAPE WITH
YOUR TOTAL BODY TUNE ... UP
Flexibility and range of motion _exercise
monitored cardiovascular workout
thigh and stomach training

FUN- FITNESS -SAFETY
50¢ off registration with this ad!
Continuous Registration- Walk·ins welcome

$10 for 2 days a week
$Hi for 3 days a week
M·W·F 8:00·9:00 a.m.
M·W 5:30·6:30 p.m.
T·Th 1:30·2:30 p.m.
M·W·F' 1:30·2:30 p.m.
T·Th 5:30·6:30 p.m.
:

Classes are interchangable
Class location~ Newman Center Los Lomqs Drive
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QUICHE
NACHOS
BURGERS
CROISSANTS
FRENCH DIPS
FRIED CHEESE
CHIMICHANGAS
TACO ENSALADAS
STEAK AND SHRIMP
GUACAMOLE AND CHIPS
PHILLY STEAK SANDWICHES
MACADAMIA SHRIMP .SALADS

•
ENNJGANS
.l\03$5

--k
& RESTAVRANT

Food Served
11am. -12:30am

Happy Hour 11am-7pm
and llpm-close.

Louisiana & 1-40 P11trons must be 21 years or older
Near the Marriott

HATTERAS, N.C. (UP!)Scientists returned Sunday to the
sunken wreck of the USS Monitor
for the first time in four years, hoping the Civil War ironclad had remained undisturbed in more than
200 feet of water.
"There is a possibility we could
arrive und fiod substantial changes
in the wreck," said Gordon P. Watts
Jr., director of the project. "[hope
not, but we know absolutely nothing
of what has taken place since
1979."
Researchers hope they will be
able to locate and recover the ship's
anchor and make a thorough examination of the wreck during the
five-day project.
On March 9, 1862, the Monitor
fought the Confederate vessel Virginia at Hampton Ro;1ds, Va .. in the
world's first battle ofironclad ships.
The Monitor sank in a storm about
16 miles off the North Carolina coast
on Dec, 31, 1862. as it was being
towed to join the blockade of the

Watts said a primary goal of the
project was to use color video equip·
ment to make a thorough record of
the position of the wreckage. He
said researchers wanted to get a better look at the turret and at the type of
bottom on which the vessel rested.
"The turret is creating stress on
the lower part of the hull," Watts
said, "Unless we are willing to sit
back and let nature take its course,
that part of the hull could collapse
completely unless the tucret is recovered.·'

Watts said historical documen.ts
show the crew, attempting to bring
the bow into the wind and make the
vessel ride higher, released the
anchor shortly before the Monitor
sank.

ee,.oc
~··

He said researchers believed the
anchor could be as far as 670 feet
from the wreck.

HOUSTON (UPl)- Coast
Guard jets and helicopters searched
the Gulf of Mexico Sunday for survivors of Hurricane Alicia after the
death toll rose to 16 with the discov·
ery of two dead crewmen aboard a
wrecked shrimp boat.
The damage estimate - origi·
nally set at $1 billion- continued
to rise as officials tallied how badly
the storm had wounded Texas' most
heavily populated region.
'l'he bodies of two sailors were
discovered late Saturday near the
wreckage of a shrimp boat that sank
during the storm in Clear Lake on

BOOKCASES
One week only
$89
3/$249
normally s100
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Galveston Bay. An engineer wa.s
still missiog,
Sut an all-night search failed to
locate the body, and the Coast Guard
suspended its allout search early
Sunday.
"The active search has been suspended, but the Coast Guard is conducting routine searches and patrols
of the area" using jets and helicop·
ters, said duty officer John Dec,
State officials, working from
computer projections, estimated
damage along the Gulf coast at between $700 million and $1 .6 billion.
But following a helicopter survey
of the hurricane-ravaged areas
Saturday, Sen. John Tower, RTexas, said the estimate appeared
low,
"1 think the original damage esti·
mate of $700 million may even be a
little low," Tower said. "I think this
is worse than Carla or Celia,
although the winds were higher in
Celia."
Hurricane Carla hit the coast in
1961, killing 46 people and causing
$408 million in damage. Damage
from Celia in 1970 was placed at
$453 million.
Tower said Alicia "might well
be" the costliest hurricane to strike
the Texas coast in the Z2 years he has
been in office.
Efforts to restore utility services
continued, but Southwestern Bell
had a shortage of workers due to the
strike by the Communications
Workers of America,
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
spokesman Ken Brasel said restoration of phone service would come
slowly because "you won't sec con·
voys of telephone trucks" due to the

ELVIS COSTELLO
& THE ATTRACTIONS
PUNCH THE CLOCK
including:
E•eryday I Write T~e Book
The Gtea\e~t T~ing/PIIfs And So•p
S~lpbuilding/The Invisible Man

:·.J

"We know for a fact that the
anchor is no longer in the anchorwell,'' he said, "The chain runs out
of the well, acro~s the deck and into
the sand, [f we follow that chain for
670 feet or so, we will find the
anchor."
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AC/DC
FliCK
OF
THE
SWITCH
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CASSETTE

Divers will use a metal detector .in
an attempt to find the anchor, Watts
said project leaders decided to try to
recover the anchor as a test.

robert plant

"It will be the first large object
from the site that we have access
to," Watts said. "It will give us
some information in identifying
problems and assessing techniques
for conservation of the turret."

the prrnc1ple of moments

CASSETTE

CASSETTE
THEFIXX

STEVIE NICKS
THE WILD
HEART

Texas Death Toll Rises to 16

Games, Toys, stuffed Animals, Books, Plants

30"w.X 11"d.X 72"h.
White Laminate
Easy care Finish
4 Adjustable Shelves
TWist Lock Assembly

Confederate coastline. The wreckage Was discovered in 1973.
Researchers were scheduled to
make their first dive in a threeperson submersible research vessel
Sunday, weather permitting, The
National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration and the
East Carolina University Maritime
History and Underwater Research
program arc sponsoring the project.
When lest seen, the Monitor was
upside down, resting on its gun
turret,

lntludes
I Will Run To You
II Anyone Foils
Stand Batk

Includes Bjg Log
Other Arms

work stoppage.
On Galveston Island, which took
the brunt ofthc storm, the electrical
grid was still down with destruction
of the main substation. Houston
Lighting and Power spokesman
John Salinas said other substations
in the Houston metropolitan area
were operating, but neighborhood
outages persisted,
Federal relief was slowed by the
lack of office space in Houston, and
Federal Emergency Management
Agency spokesman Bill McAda in
Denton. Texas, said it might be as
late as Tuesday before his agency
established an office.
The emergency relief effort by the
Red Cross was estimated to cost at
least $5 million, said Red Cross
spokesman Bill Barron,
Houston officials recovered the
body of another unidentified man
Saturday upon draining a flooded
underpass.
"It had something like 12 feet of
water in it," Said Houston Fire Department spokesman Leslie Busby,
"They drained it (Saturday), and it
contained a car that contained the
body of one male."
A storm-related fire added two
more victims to the death count. A
19-ycarcoJd man and his 10-year-old
sister apparently died of smoke inhalation after candles icnited a fire
in their home. Investigators said the
hucricanc had cut off the family's
electricity,
Authorities also recovered the
bodies of two men in a flooded
bayou near the ship channel, but it
could not be immediately deter·
mined if they were hurricane victims.

In The Mood

CASSETTE

CASSETTE

CASSETTE
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IRON MAIDEN
Piece Of Mind

ALPHA

Black Poverty Rate Steady
WASHINGTON (UPI) ·-The
traditional migration of blacks from
the South to the urban centers of the
North and West ended in the 1970s
but other traditions - including
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THE ASUNM DUPLICAtiNG CENTER IS
OPEN FOR YOU THIS FALL
- Reasonable prices - Fast service-

- Typing services. and rentals - Professional quality -

'
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'·

Hours
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon-Fri
10 a.m.- 4 p.m. Saturday

Questions?
277-5031
NE Corner of SUB Basement

poverty and the low spot on the employment totem pole- persisted,
the Census Bureau satd Sunday.
Blacks posted gains in home own. ership, education and voter registration. But black unemployment
soared 140 percent, and the disin"
tcgration of black families coli·
tinued. Single-patent families
headed by women accounted for 70
percent of all poor black families.
The number of blacks in the civi·
l!an work for<:e increased by2.7 mill ton or 31 percent between 1972 and
1982, and the number of employed
blacks grew by 1.4 million, or 19
percent. But the number of black
people who were unemployed rose
140 percent- from 900,000 in
1972 lo 2. I million in 1982.
In 1970, The South continued to
be home for most black Americans.
The poverty rate for blacks remained steady at 34 percent, though
there were I ntillion more poor
blacks In 1980 than in 1970- 9
million compared to 8 million.
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Arts

Arts
Professional Job by Cast
Creates Delightful Show
By Maureen Cummings
A criminal wearing a minister's
suit, two Chinese poker experts and
tap dancing girls in ruffled sailor
suits make the ship sail smoothly in
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera's
production of Anything Goes being
presented at Popejoy Hall.

Mkhfld A. Galtcgm

The Society for Creative Anachronism put on a performance from the Middle Ages Sunday at
Bataan Park during the last series of the Arts in the Parks series.

Budget Cuts Affect Fine Arts
By Heidi S truse
The University of New Mexico
College of Fine Arts continues to
suffer under the impact of budget
cuts.
In terms of fall budget I ines units of a budget that are consistent
from department to departmentstudent help has been cut by 14.2
percent, supplies and expenses have
been cut by two percent, travel by
80.3 percent, and funding for
museum acquisitions by 21 percent.
Regarding these cuts, Dean
Donald McRae of the College of
!'inc Arts emphasized that there
would be no changes in the number

of course offerings or faculty in the
department.
Students will be affected only by
the cutbacks in student employment,
said McRae.
The reductions in travel - a
fdnge benefit of sons for facultymean, according to McRae, a
weakening of nlrcady poor faculty
benefits.
..
In order to compensate for the
percentage cut in museum acquisition funds, McRae said "more
vigorous tapping of outside resources will be done to keep adding
important works of art to the collection." This will help support the art
department, he said.

The bulk of required budget reductions was made in the summer,
said McRae.
The overall summer budget was
cut by 70 percent. with all art, theater, and dance classes cancelled, and
30 percent of the music department's offerings cut.
McRae also said he believed the
net effect of continued budget reductions would result in many staff
members looking elsewhere for better salary conditions.
Stressing the importance of staff
members who "keep UNM running," McRae said he planned to
speak to legislators about better
funding for staff salaries.

Before you look to buy your books

Other highlights of the play directed by Joe Paone - include
the profession~! singing of pop~lar
Cole Porter tunes, a fast-movmg
script and well-paced actors, an
orchestra with nearly perfect rhythm
and a picturesque ship setting.

too fast and s.ometimes too soon.
June Forrester carries pizzazz and
spunk to the stage as Reno Sweeny.
Her flawless singing of "I Get a
Kick out of You," "Let's Misbehave" and other tunes shows an
abundance of talent and .experience.
Complete with an authentic English accent, Garrett Flickinger fits
pcrfec(ly into the role of the overlyrefined gentleman Sir Evelyn Oakleigh. His comedic skill is apparent
throughout the play.
Gary Bearly is also excellent as
"Public Enemy No. I," Moon face
Martin. He brings out the maximum
humor of his scenes through his
timely movements, facial expressions and delivery.

Dan Sparacino and Samantha
Street both show potential in their
leading roles as Billy Crocker, a
stockbroker who stows away on an
Gregory Bolton, who potrays the
England-bound ship to stop his girl- purser, shows promise at the beginfriend's loveless marriage to another ning of the play by making his charman, and Hope Harcourt, Billy's . acter believable but later his role
love who is railroaded into the mar- shows a lack of dimension.
riage by her mother.
Sparacino brings personality to
the Crocker role, presenting colorful
impersonations of an old lady, a
''Chinchilean'' count and a Chinese
man. His singing is also fine, but
could be improved if he developed
more strength and volume in his
voice.
Street, on the other hand, demonstrates singing as her strong point,
especially in the "It's DeLovely"
and "All Through the Night" num·
bers. Her clear, fine-tuned singing
makes up for some weaknesses in
her acting, such as delivering lines

All the actors and dancers are
well-rehearsed and director Paone
can take credit for a highly organized, professional show.
Credit should also be given to the
costume designers for the sailor and
bellhop suits worn by the tap dancers, for the Chinamen's robes and
caps and for the leading actors' wardrobes.
The performance will be repeated
Aug. 26-28 and Sept, 2-3 at 8:15
p.m .. with Sunday matinees at 2; 15.
Tickets can be purchased at the
Popejoy Hall Box Office.

LAST FOUR DAYS
A collection of award-winning commercials from around the world.
Outrageous, hilarious, ri_s9ue .... m~ny o~ these ads would never be •
seen on American telev1s1on. En(oy th1s newr-before-seen collection
of 35mm, stale·of-the·Ort commercial advertising.

o{}

Outrageous! Hilarious!
Risque!

Make your stop
At the

Book Co-op!
TheGIJI&D
3405 Central NE/255·3050

ASUNM Textbook Co-op
A non-profit organization
founded to benefit

YOU,
the student.

BIOCHEMISTRY

Located in room 24A of the SUB basement
Hours: 9-4
Phone 277-3701

leading to Graduate Work
and Careers in

MEDICINE • DENTISTRY • BIOCHEMISTRY
VETERINARY MEDICINE • CLINICAl CHEMISTRY
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES • BIOTECHNOLOGY
Suggested Curriculum for B.A. in Biochemistry
Years 1 & 2

Year 3 Fall
1 Year 3 Spring
;t: Year 4

**
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***
**
***

It will be noted that lhep~opased curriculum meets !he ro~ultements for admiSolon
to most Amet1can Medlca1 1 Den1af. and Vctcrmary colleg(1S.

.~ All students who may tonsider elecling Ihis major (il ills aulhorlzedJ, are urgod to
II-

*

*
*
~

*,..*

Chern 13iL (or 121Ll, 132l, 307-308 (or 301-302) *"'
with labs 13iol121l•122l, Phys 151·152 with labs
Math 162-163, Biochem 201-202
(1 hr. Soph. Biochem Seminar)
Biochem 445, Chern 315 (or Chern 311)
~
Biochem 446-448l (Chern 312)
Two or more o( the following:
Biochem 461 (Nutritional Biochem),
Biochem 462 (Environmental Biochem),
Biochem 521 (Neurochem),
Biothem 522 (Enzymology) and, if qualified,
~
Biochem 497-498 (Senior Honors Research)
..,

Plus other tourses lrt Biochemistry and related di~clplinos to a tala! of 62 hrs.

contact Prof. l.oftllcfd or Prof. Smith (277·33331.

.

!Nbh•: 'the Fall Schedule of Closses lists Biothem on pg. 321

Art Therapy Helps Resolve Problems;
Emphasizes Visual Instead of Verbal

*
*it*
*~
*

'***********************************..

• Ibanez • Yamaha
• Takamine and Ovation Guitars
• Randall and Crate Amps
•AU Banjos
• 2 for 1 on Selected String Sets
• 15% Off all Guitar and Violin Accessories

By Catherine Bartlett
While many artists devote their
talents to making a better living, an
art therapist for the University of
New Mexico Medical Center's {)rug
Counseling Services uses her skills
to make living better for others.
Josie Abbenante, who has a
graduate degree from the Institute of
Expressive Therapies at the University of Louisville in Kentucky,
said art therapy emphasizes the
visual rather than the verbal.
"Art therapy is putting what you
feel into something you can see,"
Abbenantc said. "One theory is that
visual imagery is a direct tap to the
unconscious. It helps get past the
verbal games we sometimes play
with ourselves."
While most professional artists
are concerned with technique, design and artistic skills, drawing is
not a requirement for participation in
art therapy, Abbcnante said. She
stressed that the process is more important than the technique.
Since 1981, Abhenante has also
been involved in developing and
maintaining a rape and incest survivors group through the Rape Cdsis
Center.
She emphasized that the individual's response to the crisis was
more important than the crisis itself.
Work must begin with the client's
current emotional and psychological
status during the crisis, she said,
''There's no magic to it. People.
have to wanttochange," Abbenante
said. "Otherwise, regardless of the
technique, the process won't

Come In and register to win a free guitar
No purchase necessary

The New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra will hold auditions to
fill vacancies in the string section
on Saturday in the Fine Anscomplex of the University of New
Mexico.
Appointments may be made by
calling the NMSO Office at 8437657 or toll-free 1·800-251·
6676. Sheet music for the auditions is available for a nominal
fee at the NMSO Office, 220
Gold SW.
The Orchestrlfs 52nd season
will open will concerts on Sept.
23and24at8:l5p.m. in Popejoy
Hall.
The concerts will feature guest
pianist Tcdd Joselson. The prog·
l"dm includes works by Brahms,
Debussy and Tchaikovsky.
Maestro Yoshimi Takeda will
conduct, marking the beginning
of his 14th and final season as
music director and conductor of
the NMSO.
Additional infohnation abolll
the Orchestra, its schedule, pay
scale and opcinings for string
players may be obtained by calling the NMSO office.

(worth 99.50)

143 Harvard SE

·

265-3315

ANGER

they're sitting on the anger, they
might draw themselves sitting on a
red bed."
Other techniques in the "recipe"
include "This is me, I am," anger
murals or guided imagery.
In "This is me, I am," clients
close their eyes and think about the
phrase while working with clay, The
clients then create themselves in
clay, she said.
The anger mural, which involves
the use of tempera paints and a large
sheet of butcher paper, is designed
to help the group explore and express its anger.
Through guided imagery, c.lients
are taken through a daydream that
may include a journey through a
cave or to a pool strewn with rose
petals, she said. Clients then return:
and are asked to draw any pan of the
work.''
experience.
Abbenantc, who views her reAbbenantc said she uses color
sponsibility as that of motivating theories and symbolism based on
people to change, said she has de- Jungdian and Gestalt therapies to developed a flexible "recipe" for termine the direction of therapy.
dealing with emotional crisis.
"If a drawing indicates that the
Clients arc asked to draw out their client is boxed in with anger, then
feelings or problem-solve on paper, we know that work must be done to
she said, as well as work out their help the client express comfortably
feelings with clay.
that anger," she said.
She said different media tend to
The next step might be to have
evoke different responses, which
can be a bonus in the an therapy them work out anger by pounding or
creating in clay, which is a more
process.
"When you ask someone to draw structured medium than painting,
anger, you never know what's going she added.
to come up,'' she said. "If they
Abbenante said one main differblocks the anger, they might draw a
ence in drug counseling is that the
human figure behind a brick wall. If client must be purged of the drug.
before therapy can really begin.
Cocaine and speed are the drugs
most frequently abused by her 20
clients, she said.

Auditions for
Strings Held

The Departltlent of Biochemistry
has requested authority to offer an
Undergraduate Major In

Fall Semester
Sale
20°/o off

"Most come to find out if we have
a magic cure," she said. ''Once they
find out we don't, they have to decide if they want to stay and work it
out. n

Ask A Friend
About

CAFE OCEANA

Under the influence of the drugs,
the client's artwork becomes chaotic
and fra~mented, she said.
"They're either under the influence or psychotic," she said, "because the two look almost the
same.''
After the body purges the drug,
the an changes from chaotic to a
more structured form. If the client
begins to abuse the drug again, the
artwork reverts back to the chaotic
stage, she said.

Albuquerque's Unique Frfth Seafood Resraun.nr
and Oyster Bar.

at 1414 Central Avenue SE
(BetWeen J·ZS • University)

'• An therapy offers people an
alternative way of seeing things,"
she said.

TASTE THE MEAT THAT SETTLED __)
NEW MEXICO
1
at
I Sheepherder's
I=CAFE=

..

I SPECIALIZING IN LAMB
I

lttt Cornell S.E.

(:?·r---:;~~~~G~~~~

IJUST SOUTH OF U.N.M.

1 Phone
I
I

i65-IAMB

LlmtHugers
luy one, get one free

~ ,_

I

Coupon v111fd August SIR through August !16

L-----·••••••••-•••••••··-----------------'

Sun:rran will be selling passes at UNM in the SUB (main
floor, north end) from 9NII to2PMonAugust 19,?2.and

Ride With

23.
Semeste~ Pass . , ............•.••
good through Dec. 31 st

, . , '50.00

Commuter Pass . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. $16.00
one calendar month

Punch Pass . ~ • . . • . . • . • . • • • . . . . . • • . • . s 8.00
twenty rides
• available only to rulf·time students of accredited post high school edutotlor'llllln·
stitutions in Albuquerque. A rull<lme student at UNM iS registered lor t2 under•
gtoduote hours br 6 graduate hOUrs.

City of Albuquerque

r or information call: 766·7830
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Summer Movies Leave Audience Satisfied
By Craig Chrissinger
Krull. Ph·ected by-Peter Yates.
Writte~ by Stanford Sherman.

One does not go to sword-anusorccry movies with h~gh expectations. Krull. however, IS pleasantly
surprising at times.
As in most fantasy stories, a handsome hero must prove himself, save
a l>etiUtiful damsel and free his people from an evil villain.
Prince Colwyn (Ken Marshall)
must rcs~uc Princess Lyssa (Lyscttc
Anthony) after she is captured by the
Slayers, hideous creatures ~cnt forth
by the seemingly omnipresent
Beast.
Ynyr (Freddie Jones). a ':ise old
man. urges Colwyn to rctncvc the
magicul GJuivc, an ancicnt.~cnpon.
Alonu the way,lhcy urcJOIIlcd b.y
a motlev but loyal group - Ergo
(David Battlcy). a bumbling magidan: Torquil <Aiun t\nnstnmgl and
his band of escaped conv1~ts; und
Rc!l the Cyclops (Bernard Brcss]aw).

r1~-moyieil

l1L1LRev1eUJJ
The acting, though not inspiring,
is adequate. All do their best with
limited roles and occasionally corny
dialogue.
In such movies, special effects
often overwhelm the plot and characters, but that is not the case here.
For the most part, they enhance the
picture, though the Cyclops and the
Beast could have been constructed
more effectively.
Km/1 borrows heavily from many
medieval tales, including the
legends of Robin Hood and King
Arthur, but it is worth viewing. With
little gore, kids will especially enjoy

the audience thinks it knows whi!ttO
expect from this film. but Risky
Business surprisingly docs not quite
fit the mold.
. A strange film, Risky Business is
sometimes rude and the boys in it are
still after one thing, but it is occasionally clever in a low-key. way.
Joel Goods en's (Tom Cru1se) parents are on vacation and he has the
house to himself. They've told him
they trust him, given him $125 for
food ~nd emergencies, and left him
with some instructions- drive the
station wagon, not the Porsche, water the plants and be good.
At first he's just having a little
clean fun. He cranks up the stereo
and lip-synchs to a tune while prancing around the living room. Next he
mixes himself a rum and Coke that IS
almost pure Chivas Regal to have
with his TV dinner.
What tbllows. however, is full of
surprises and how the movie will
end is not Clear until the last few
minutes.
TJ1c plot is inane, but not as silly
as most teen sex comedies. The film
also is different in that there is little
nudity.
Cruise is a natural in his role with
a magnetism that holds the audience's interest.
Lana (Rebecca De Mornay) the woman who fulfills Joel's every
dream- is an unrealistic,
stereotypical hooker with a heart of
gold, but De Mornay brings just
enough tenderness to the role t? be
appealing, while Joe Pantohano
turns in a fine performance as the
pimp Guido.

C11jo. D.irected by Lewis
']'eague. Screenplay by Don Carlos Dunaway and Lauren Currier.
The latest movie based on a
Stephen King novel is horrifying,
but does not depend on the supernatural for its terror. In Cujo, King's
it.
Risky Busi11ess. Directed and premise is there are many terrible
creatures and events in the "real
written by Paul Brickman.
After a glut of teen sex comedies, world."

Colowyn {Ken Marshall) blasts a section out of a Black Fortress wal~ as Ergo, Lyssa, and
Torquil {David Battley, Lysette Anthony and Alun Armstrong) watch m Krull.
The film nicely captures the flavor of the book, but the writers were
wise in changing a few details. Cujo
is an above-average movie while the
book is King's weakest effort.
The story examines horror coming from several mundane sources.
Four-year-old Tad Trenton (Danny
Pintauro) is terrified of a monster in
his closet. In addition, Tad is senses
a rift between his parents, Vic and
Donna (Daniel Hugh·Kelly and Dec
Wallace).
But the true terror stems from a
mundane object- a Saint Bernard- becoming a life-threatening

monster; man's best friend becomes
man's worst enemy.
Cujo is a big, friendly dog until he
chases a rabbit into a hidden undergroUnd cave and is bitten by a rabid
bat. The dog becomes a hideous killer as the sickness invades his nervous system.
Lewis Teague directs a tight,
well-paced film. After a slow buildup, the action barrels along at a
breakneck speed.
It is nicely shot and captures the
beauty of Maine, especially the

ness of the situation and arc somewhat graphic,
Wallace and Pintauro are very
natural and comfortable in their
roles and bring the characters to life.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be
said of Hugh-Kelly's performance.
Because of the graphic, frightening action,. this movie is not for
young children or the squeamish.
The movie does not completely
overcome the novel's weaknesses,
but it is very realistic.

opening rabbit chase. The violent
scenes clearly convey the ghastli-

----------------------------

Burger King's Back to School Special

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by law.
This offer expires
September 30, 1983
Good only at:

lf..lf-They're Here!•*

Albuquerque 766·3948

1st Anniversary Sale

10 to 20% oH on all
Bikes & accessories In stock.

f

Bring This coupon For

..I -----------..
I
Minor Tune-Up
FREE

11

1I

_____________ ......I

I ..

eon sale
v" 131 Marron Hall
v UNM Bookstore
v Assorted Off-Campus Bookstores

In fact, the Army encourages
mobility and growth. You're encouraged to continue your
education in clinical specialties
such as Intensive care, OR,
Pediatrics, OB or Anesthesia
and to attend conferences
both inside and outside the
Armv.

It could be a verv happy
move.

Have it JOUr way..

i

Army nurses are officers.
They never lose status by moving, as so often happens in civilian hospitals.

If you have a BSN and are
registered to practice in the us
or Puerto Rico, or you're still a
student, talk to an Army Nurse
Recruiter.

BayoneWROPPER®sandwieb,
get another WHOPPER lree.

::&----19_1_&~C_en_t_ra_l_s_.E_.-~-

WHEN ARMY NURSES
MOVE. THEY TAKE
THEIR SENIORITY
WITH THEM.

ADT. Brakes, oears, spokes,
LUbe, & Check over
August 22 Thru 26 only

1706

central s.E.

% block west of Univ. on central
243·8443

..

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU
CAN BE.

:I

I
:I
,\
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Sports

Music Archive Preserves Southwestern Traditions;
Oral History Comes Alive at UNM Fine Arts Library

Dunn Not Pleased vvith Santa Fe Workout

Archive of Southwestern Music in
the University of New Mexico's
Fine Arts Library,
The archive has preserved, in
what is probably the most extensive
collection of Southwestern music
and oral history, the heritage and
tradition ofthe many cultures which
make up the American Southwest.
More than 25,000 items constitute the archive collection which
Robb, dean emeritus of UNM 's College of FiQe Arts, founded 41 years
ago with his first entry - a direct
disc and wire recording of folk
music in the Silver Star Bar of Cuba,
N.M.
A distinguished professor of
music and an award-winning com-

In John Donald Robb's music urchive, students can turn on a tape,
plug in some headphones and experience more than three different
celebrations of Our Lady of Guadalupe.
Or listeners can sing along to Cattle Call with a chorus of cowboys
and tap their feet to what could be the
fastest fiddling this side of the
Rockies.
And, if an Indian elder hadn't told
Robb's former assistani to kindly
toss his tape on a ceremonial pyre,
students might be able to eavesdrop
on the graduation day of a Native
American medicine man.
Such moments of ceremony and
folklore live on the shelves of the

poser, Robb began the archive to
capture history as it happens and to
preserve that history for generatiohs
of today and tomorrow,
Jim Wright, Robb' s former assistant, now serves as director of the
archive, assisted by Charlemaud
Curtis. Together, they maintain the
archive and expand its collection by
visiting people of many Southwestem cultures,
Wright says the team makes most
of its field recording through invitations to an event. Rarely would they
arrive at a ceremony or traditional
celebration without previous contact
with the organizers.
Because of this propriety and
other considerations, they almost always receive a warm and welcome
greeting.
''People are tremendously open
and appreciative of the work we're
doing," Wright says. "And they
like the idea that the University is
interested in their community."
Wright recalls only one exception
to the c.ustomary warm greeting. After years of study, a young Native
American was to be initiated by his
medicine man as the tribe's next
healer, and he requested a tape of his

induction ceremony without consulting his elder.
Wright attended the ceremony
and began taping, unaware the
medicine man would not approve.
Toward the end of the initiation,
the medicine man noticed Wright
and demanded his tape be offered to
the ceremonial fire. The flames consumed the only known recording of
the induction of a medicine man.
To avoid such unfortunate instances, Wright says he usually
spends time developing friendship
and feelings of trust between himself

and most of the people be records.
One group with which Wright and
Curtis have enjoyed a special
friendship is the villagers in La Joya,
-------------------N.M., a small town of 27 families
(Ileal Program
about 25 miles south of Belen.
Qlnny Berger
Under 1.000
At the center of the lives of the La
255·8473
Calories Daily
Joya residents is their church, Our
Delivered To Y~ur
Lady of Sorrows, the original
church of the Spanish settlement
which still houses the original
santos.
The team of archivists has taped a
number of religious events at the
church, including Las Posadas in
December.
Oneoftheteam'sfriendsandcontacts in La Joya is Amelia Lavato,
:-;-:;iiiill~;jjjiiiiiiiiij;:-;. iiiil;-..lijiiij~ ····~:-::;-jiiiiil;-:;;jijiii;;
who has lived her entire life in the
~
""
~ village her great, great grandparents
f
settled in the early 1600s, She says
she remembers her family and their
neighbors celebrating Las Posadas
"ever since 1 opened my eyes."
Lavato says she's glad the ceremony has been preserved for future
generations and considers the tape
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The 1930s- a time when gangsters were heros, jazz was the new
music coming out of the South,
hobos made their mark in history
and social consciousness was born.
·
These are only a few of the topics
to be discussed in a class offered this
semester by the University of New
Mexico theater arts department calJed "The '30.s·, A Revoluti"onary
Age.''
Theater arts Professor Louis Criss
said the class is designed to look at
the culture of a particular area or
time. This semester's subject was

~J ;;ii/

6

"'

rent interest in the '30s that seems to
be sweeping the nation.
Criss said there have been numerous stories about the '30s on the
news lately. "The '30s are in," he
sa1"d .
"It was art age where people were
committed. People trusted each
other and weren't disillusioned."
The'30scausedabiggerrevolution than the '60s, Criss said, because it was a time of social experience when people cared about each
other.
"The '60s were the beginning of
disillusionment," he said.

Success is a long way up. But offer taking the firs! step, lhe sec<;nd onu c<Jmcs
easier.
Air Force ROTC con help you climb tho.t ladder by providing a helping hand dunng
college. It con enrich your college years and also help you with some of those schOol
expenses of the some time.
You con compete for a two, three or foUr'yeor scholarship that pays $100 a month
for college expenses, while it picks up the tab for 'lll tuition, lob fees and books.
The AFROTC program has many extras. Like the Flight Instruction Program (FIP),
where you qualify for Air Force flighl training through a screening process and re·
ceive introductory flight instruction. You'll also learn abbUl leadership, manage"
ment; Air Force history ond traditions, und much more through AFROTC. The pro·
gram prepares cadets to take commoild offer they graduate and ore cornmissio.ned as Air Force officers.
The list goes on. CheGk it out today. See if you con climb the letters to success
and meet lh~ challenge ond accept the commitment. "ou'll find that the Air Force
Is a great way lo serve your country, and !hot AFROTC ·sa great woy to g~t there
from here.

Contact:. Professor of Aerospace
Studies - Captain Dundas
277·4602
Gateway

c greer way of life.

No Damage Found in Grass Incident
By Eric Maddy

Physical Plant, said Friday the chemical "may get down to the root and
No permanent darnage apparently cause some damage, but I don't
occurred when the grass at Universi- think it wilL Usually if some dam·
ty Stadium was accidently treated by age was done, it would have hapa mixture of water and weed killer pened soon after the chemical was
last week.
·
added."

Frank Feather, horticulturist for
the University of New Mexico

The chemical was discovered in
the water Wednesday night aftet

groundskeepers watered the field
following an UNM football scrimmage. Samples of the grass were
taken to a state laboratory, where no
damage was found.
Campus police are continuing
their investigation into the incident,
but have no suspects, according to
Janice Nichols of the UNM public
information office,

13-y:trd scamper that set up the Jlnal
touchdown. Sophomore Willie TurWith the season opener against ral (six can·ies for 21 yards) and reUtah less than two weeks away, Joe serve Cary Clark (seven carries for
Lee Dunn, the University of New 20 yards) were the only other backs
Mexico's head football coach, is not in double figures.
a happy man,
Buddy Funck, slated as the top
Anc! the players will t1nd out to- qqarterback when drills opened 11
day in practice how upset Dunn is. days ago, hit just two of six passes
Dunn's Lobos had an hour-and-a- for 56 yards, and Williamson manhalfscrimmage in Santa Fe Saturday aged three completions in eight
afternoon that left tile coach stew- attempts for 25 yards. Williamson,
ing. "1 don't think we were in- who had been away from the practerested in playing today," Dunn tice field for three days because of a
said after the scrimmage. "As I told death in the family. was also interthe players, if I were a fan sitting in cepted once by Tony Mills.
the stands, l wouldn't pay to watch
Freshman Barry Garrison, the
us play again."
latest entry in the quarterback derby,
UNM's offense managed 25 had his second good scrimmage,
points (three touchdowns with one completing three of six passe• for 59
two-point conversion and a field yards, In all. UNM passers hit only
goal) in 20 possessions. The Lobos 12 of 23 passes for 189 yards, and
ran 98 plays during the scrimmage, the runners g:1ined 176 yards in 62
more than they usually do. "I don't attempts, good for a 2.8 average.
look at the time. I usually go by the
Senior Derwin Williams led the
number of plays," Dunn said. receivers with two catches for 42
"We'll probably only run 60 to 70 yards, most of which came on a
plays in our scrimmages next bomb from Funck to set up the first
week."
touchdown. Freshman Kenneth
The Lobos scored on a two-yard Whitehead made one grab for 40
run by Denny Allen in their eighth yards.
possession, a one-yard dive by Todd
"The offense played poorly most
Williamson in their 16th drive, a 22- of the time," Dunn said. "We can't
yard field goal on their 17th set of committhat many turnovers and explays possession and a one-yard run pect to win games." The Lobos
by Doug Pickett in their final posses" fumbled eight times and lost four of
sian.
them.
Williamson, fighting for the
The good news for the Lobos is
backup quarterback role after hurt- that none of the fumbles came off the
ing hiS knee last year, was the the snap, where sophomore Scott
Lobo's leading rusher with 37 yards Skene worked. UNM's starting cenin eight carries, followed by Allen ter, Paul Zamprelli, was lost for tbe
with 34 yards in the same number of season earlier last week after back
attempts.
surgery, and backup Gay lord ChristFreshman Gleim Rogers gained offerson left the team during the first
20 yards in three carries, including a
continued on page 32

TEXTBOOK
CO-OP
HISTORY

Student
Sale

Sold for More!
Bought for Less!

24·A SUB Basement

MWF 9:00-4:00
Trh 9:00-3:00
277-3701

(professors, too!)
Ph<:>to,;:Jrophlcs •
Visuals • VIdeo
2929
V1sto Blvd N E
Albuquerque. New Mextco 87106
(505) 265-3562

Student
Prepacks
Everything the beginning
Photo Studeht Needs!
Black and White
Film, Paper. Chemistry
K1000 Camerd

CLIMB THE LETTERS TO SUCCESS.

ROTC
to

Thcre~;e M. Garcia

The Lobos held an intrasquad scrimmage Saturday in Santa Fe. The first game for this
season will be September 3 when the Lobos will host Utah.
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to continue the tradition.
In addition to preserving traditions for future generations, the archive serves a number of other purposes, including the education of
students in Southwestern history and
culture.
Wright said UNM offers classes
in oral history and folk music and
students in these classes. benefit
from the music archive.
Wright hopes to expand the archive collection in the future, and has
additional goals. One aspiration is to
acquire enough money in the archive
endowment to purchase video tape
equipment.
"For many events," Wright says,
"video tape would be very appropriate. It would be ideal to preserve the
dance steps and costumes I've seen
in ceremonies.''
If Wright realizes this goal for the
archive, followers of Southwestem
culture and history could see as well
as hear indigenous ceremony and
folklore- religious fiestas and
cowboy serenades- br.inging
them that much closer to the multicultural tapestry which is the Southwest.
The archive is part of the diverse
music selection featured at the Fine
Arts Library.
The Fine Arts Library, primarily
used by UNM students, faculty and
staff, is open to the public as well, is
located on the second floor of the
Fine Arts Center on the main campus. Library hours are 8 a.m. to 12
a.m. Monday through Thursday, 8
;t.m. to 9 p.m. Friday, 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Saturday and 10 a.m. to 12

By Eric Maddy
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PENTAX

The Perfect
Student Camera

reg. $52.80

Our Price
$34.95
First come, first seNed
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2929 Monte Vista NE
Just East of UNM
phone 265-3562

• Built-in light meter
•SOmm 12.0
Multicoated ler1s
only $149.95
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LOCATED AT RICHMOND & CENTRAL
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MONDAZE

office supply Inc.

Noon On
hour
activities
th~ north mall

Full line of
school tJt office
supplies

'

• Typewriter ribbons
• Drafting supplies
• Calligraphy pens

is presenting a product showing of new, state of
the art products on August 24 from 9:00- 5:00 in
the student union building room 231 a, b, c.
Well be showing: Word processors, Copiers, Microfilm, a.nd Visual alv products.
The companies represented are Ricoh, cpt, and
3m. All are invited to attend.

STUDENT
HEALTH
CENTER
24-hour medical 277-3136
Mental Health services 277·4537

HEALTH FAIR
1983

East Mall september 15 & 16

~

I

CPR classes
support groups
·PhYsical Therapist
Nutrition counseling
consultants in specialty
areas

I
[

t
in lJNM Bookstore, ASA Gallery, Morren Holl131
ond selected local bookstores
Dock issues ovoiloble Morren Holl 131

featuring
Lynn Eaves
The Amazing Pyro
and Juggling and other exciting stuff

Job Fair
Drop in the Student Union Ballroom from 1:30 to
Michpel A.

Gallego~

A triathlon was held Sunday downtown in which participants ran, rode bikes and swam.
The race was sponsored by the Albuquerque Parks and Recreation Department.

Business Machines Center
Inc.

Plus
from 10:00 am to 3:00 p.m.
Free Play in the SUB Games Room
includes
Pool, Ping-Pong, and Video Games

TUESDAZE

Close to Campus
1724 Lomas NE
247-8847
10% discount with this ad

Triathlon Event Requires Pace
By Steve Shoup
When I competed in the Albuquerque Parks and Recreation depanment triathlon Sunday, I decided
perhaps the most difficult task is not
only that one has to run five miles,
bicycle 10 more and swim 250
meters consecutively, but one also
has to know how to balance the
effort between racing well and saving energy for the next event.

For example, the five-mile run.
Most of the people whose main
event is running are used to sprint
starts in road races. But this is notthe
case in a triathlon. Most runners go
out quickly, but sedately, hoping to
save their strength for the bicycle
race immediately after the run,
!set out at a moderate pace, partly
to be conservative and partly to.
wann up since I'd arrived at the
starting line a mere eight seconds
before the gun went off.
I was . glad. the running portion
came before the bicycling. In last
year's triathlon, the order was reversed. Running was almost comically difficult with thighs left
leaden by the bicycle race.

In a small triathlon like this, it's
easy to see which competitors are
usually runners and which are usually bicyclists. As we loped around
Tingley Beach, I passed several people wearing those skin-tight black
shorts- obviously bicyclists.
Since I'm more of a runner than a
bicyclist, I was tempted to gloat a bit
(silently, of course) . But 1 took
small comfort at my success in my
own element, realizing those same
bicyclists with their Eric Heiden
thighs would soon be thundering
past me on their high-tech microchip
bicycles.
Which is, of course, exactly what
happened. It wasn't long after I'd
completed the running course and
jumped on my bicycle that I heard
the soon-to-be familar whoosh of a
bicyclist zipping past,
On the first feW miles of the bicycle race, it felt nice to be moving
faster and to have a cool breeze in
my face. I tried tosetaneven pace to
avoid fatigue in my quadtaceps.
By about the sixth mile into the
bicycle race, all the real bicyclists
had long shot past, and I found myself trailing a woman who was doing
a good pace (that is, slow enough for
me).
I began to feel more confident as I
managed to stay within a yard of her

for a couple more miles. Little did I
realize at the time this was probably
due to a tail wind on a downhill.
I managed to complete the bicycling part at what I felt was an adequate pace (far behind the woman, of
course). l abandoned my bicycle,
stripped off my shoes and dove into
the pool for a rather messy 250 meter
swim.
·Competitors were required .to
swim 10 lengths of the pool and it
seemed as if almost everyone was in
the pool at the same time. The hardest parts of this event were avoiding being drowned in someone
else's turbulence and not running
into someone swimming the oppo"
site way, I used a modified back·
stroke{a modification recognized by
no known swimming authority)
which simply compounded these
problems.
Runners may have had an edge in
the running event and bicyclists did
well in the bike race but both types of
athletes were about equally poor and
graceless in the pool. There didn't
seem to be many real swimmers
among us.
Overall winner Bill Recinos completed the course in a frighteningly
fast 57:13, winning for the second
straight year. Judy Harrison, winner
of the women's division, burned up
the course in I :07:43.

Pro Quarterback Situations Uncertain
. As the preseason enters its final
week, some teams are still unsure
who their starting quarterbacks are.
In Tampa Bay, Jack Thompson
and Jerry Golsteyn are fighting over
whO will succeed Doug Williams,
Both engineered scoring drives in
the Bucs 17-6 victory over the Fal·
cons Saturday night.

burst over tackle from oiJe yard out.
In New York, an even fiercer battie is going on for the Giants' job
between Phil Simms, Scott BIUnner
and JeffRutledge. New York coach
Bill Parcells worked the three of
them into Saturday's 27-14 win
against the Colts and no leader for
the No. 1 job emerged.

pass for a 13-0 halfti.me lead, but
was victimized for a 40-yard TD interception return by James Butroughs in the second half. Simms
finished 3-fot-8 for 38 yards and was
intercepted twice.
"I don't know what this does (to
the quarterback situation), but I'm
sick of it," Simms said before
stonning out of the lockerroom.
. The job opened up when Wil"i'm gbirlg to have to sit down
Rutledge played the fourth quar·
Iiams, the Bucs starter since 1978, . wiih Ron (offensive coordinator ter, completed all foot of his
signed a contract with Oklahoma Erhardt) and talk about it," Parcells attempts fo~ 47 yatds, and added a
Outlaws of the USFL two weeks said. "1 saw some things! liked ab- nifty 9•yatd bootleg touchdown run.
ago.
.
out all three. Scott alld Phil were in a
fn other games played Saturday,
Thompson, who completed only lot of tough long yardage situations, Phlladclphia beat'Green Bay 27-14,
3-of-ll passes for 57 yards, set up a whileJeffmadeacoupleofimprovi- Buffalo nipped Detroit 17-16, New
Orleans beat Houston 20-13, Pill·
second period field goal by Bill sio.ns to get out of trouble."
Capecewitha30-yardcompletionto
Brunner started the game and sburgh whipped Dallas 24-7, Kanwide receiver Theo Bell.
completed 10-of-15 passes for 109 sasCitynippedSt. Louis 17-16, San
Golstcyn, who played only the yards.' He moved New York into Diego dropped San Francisco 24-7,
third quarter and completed 9'of·l2 position ror field goals of 42 and 40 Chicago beat the LmtAiigeles Raidfor 92
engineered a yards by Joe Danelo.
. . crs 27•21, Denver downed Cleveballl-contr<>l,
81·yatd scor· . Simms replaced him and hit back land 19-10 and the Los Angeles
o/.i!de'lJohhTUI>O'le fora5-vardtouchdown ll•ms,· tinn~,J New P~~lan,J 13-7
i
t, • -t f 1 '- t 4 I ' t~Ci t, t r, 41 t-.i1·t ' • t .-...If 1 ~ ft tor·, 1':t"t'4 .tK__~~'JY.I..~;:r;iitQt.~~.,.+To:'-.~~-..f..•{•-1

4:00 and find out what we do.
Learn the application process:
There will be handouts and formats for curriculum
vitae, resume-writing
SUB Ballroom 1:30 - 4:00

22ND

23

also
Workshops on:
Note Taking
Effective studying
Time Managment
in the Student Union,
Second floor, Rooms 250A, 8, C

RD

Student Survival workshop
in the SUB Ballroom 1:30 - 4:00
workshops on drop/add procedures
and other academic deadlines

Dunk Tank

on the Mall from 10:30 - 1:30
3 throws for 25¢
Proceeds go to the United Way

WEDNESDAZE24T. . ~
ChiU Feed

Free chili stew and watermelon served by UNM's
finest chefs (and darn good administrat()rs, too), at
the d1.1ck pond from 11 :30 to 1:30

Acamemic Mart

Free cartloads of academic Information
From 11 :30 to 1 :30
also at the Duck Pond

Albuquerque Dukes Baseball
The Dukes vs. the Pheonix Giants
Free admission with valid student ID
7:00 p.m. at the Allbuquerque Sports Stadium

THURSDAZE 25rH
President's Ice
Cream Social

Free ice cream served by the President of UNM and
other administrators. 2:00 - 3:30 in the SUB
Student organization and information fair
2:00 to 3:30 in the SUB Ballroom

FRIDAZE
Fun in the Sun

26TH

Softball, ASUNM vs. Alumni Association, belly flop
contest, fashion show, free BBQ with music by Jo Jo
4:00 - 6:30 p.m. in Johnson Field and the Olympic
Pool

SATURDAZE. 27TH
Sun.rise Run 7:00 am
On the service road to the UNM North Golf Course
entry fee is $4 before Saturday, $5 on Saturday

Comedian/Hypnotist Show
at Johnson Gym a:oo ·10:00 p.m.

50s styl~ Dance 10:00- Midnight
· Music by Jo Jo
Admission for UNM Students (with ID) .is $1.00~
Guests $2, Non•UNM Students $3

•

LOOK
FOR
THIS
BUTTON!
The Lobo Patrol will be on hand at all activities
to answer question and to direct you to the
specific slghts·for each event.
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Sports

A New format

For Lobo Classifieds

Lobos Continue Veer Offense This Season
By Eric Maddy
In 1981, the University of New
Mexico football team was 4"7·1,
and the offense was round! y booed
and often criticized for their lack of
imagination.
But the Lobos startled everyone.
with a I 0" I record in 1982, and the
improvement came, for the most
part, because of a new offensive
coordinator, Frank Sadler, and play"
ers who executed the offensive game
plan, like David Osborn, John Lane,
Keith MaGee and Mike Carter. A
new strategy, the veer offense, made
popular by Houston in the mid
1960s, was another m;Uor factor.
But Sadler, along with much of
the coaching staff, followed Joe
Morrison to South Carolina. Defensive Coordinator Joe Lee Dunn
stayed behind as head coach, and the
offense needed another man to come
in and put the pieces together.
Enter David Lee.
The soft-spoken Lee, a forn1er
quarterback at Vanderbilt, plans to
nm about the same offense that gave
the Lobes the best record in UNM's
history.
"I feel the coaches were hired to
continue the offensive philosophy
from 1982," Lee said. "Our alignment will be basically the same. We
will drop back and throw a little
more than last year."
Lee began making alterations on
the passing attack when the Lobos
opened fall practice. Lee said his
offense would feature more routes
for receivers, different positions for
the quarterback, and more "looks"
or formations.
"My philosophy is to move the
quarterback around so the defense

can't look at our alignment and say
'He'll be going to a certain spot,"'
Lee said.
But to run such an offense, Lee
must overcome the same problem
that faced Sadler last year - finding a quarterback who can run the
offense. UNM is banking on junior
Buddy Funck, who saw limited action last year in a reserve role as their
top quarterback, but he is' 'far from
a shoe-in as the starter in the opener,'' Lee said.
"Buddy started fall practice as
our No. I quarterback, but he'll
have to keep working hard and
maintain his progress to keep the
job," he said.

"David was just a great athlete
last year. I watched a lot of films and
thought he was the best quarterback
in the conference.
"Buddy looks very similar in the
running game, but he ne.eds to make
vast improvement in his passing arm
strength and timing to equal what
David did last year," said Lee.
Funck said he realizes he will
have to work hard to earn the starting
position in the opener Sept. 3 against
Utah. "I like the position I'm in,"
Funck said. "Last year, J started at
the bottom of the list, worked hard,
and gradually moved up.
''But it really doesn't make much
difference if I'm on the fourth team
or the first team," he added. "I'm
going to keep working hard to try to
get better. "
Funck said he was happy to see
Williamson at practice. "Todd has
had some hard times with injuries,

and l hope he's healthy enough to
help us," he said. "With the type of
offense we play, we need tWO or
three good quarterbacks- and
even more, if possible."

Classifieds get resu Its.
Check it out today.
131 Marron Hall

Funck agreed with Lee that he has
to work hard to keep his job. "I'm
far from the perfect quarterback,"
Funck said. ''I want to improve my
quickness aiJd timing."
Lee and Funck also agreed on
anotller point - they both want to
win. "Even though we had a good
season last year, I think we're still
hungry," Funck said. "Our goal
last year was to win the conference,
and we didn't do it. We won't be
satisfied until we do."

•••••••••••
*

By Jim Wiesen

If you are a seven feet tall, weigh
250 pounds and were recently .released from the Army, University of
New Mexico basketball Coach Gary
Colson wants you.

DAVID LEE
Lee and the Lobos got some good
news last week when junior Todd
Williamson was cleared for practice, Williamson, who played ahe&d

bcrs of the group to sign, and
returned to the ticket office and
exchanged for block scatil!g.
Allison also said tickets will be
distributed in the Student Union
Building each Tuesday and
Wednesday for a home game.
For funhcr ticket infonnation,
call 277-2116.

Instead of preparing for a war
with guns, Colson wants you to get
ready for a different kind of war,
This one is fought in the Western
Athletic Conference, where dunks
are made, rebounds are grabbed and
elbows are thrown.
Colson described this ideal player
when asked what he thought the perfect walk-on would be. A walk-on is
a student who tries out for a team
with no promise of a scholarship or
any aid.
Being a· walk-on usually means a
lot of work and little glory, unless
you happen to be in the right place at
the right time. For example, several
walk-ons were used when the Lobo
basketball team was wiped out dur·
ing the academic scandal during the
l 978-79 season.
Most coaches at the University of
New Mexico are happy to sec walkons. Some teams rely on the student
body, the diamonds in the rough, to
fill out their squad. .
·
Anyone interested in trying out
for the basketball squad should con·

tact Colson in early September, he
said. Colson said the basketball
team is full, with 15 scholarship
players, but someone with enough
skill and abilities might make the
team.
But what is the perfect walk-on to
other coaches? Head football Coach
Joe Lee Dunn said any player who
tried out for his team would be his
perfect pigskin player. "We are always open for walk-ons," said
Dunn. "We had about 35 walk-ons
on the team last year."
Wrestling Coach Bill Dotson
said, "We have not had any luck in
the past with walk-ons, mainly because they don't have the training
and experience. But maybe there is a
guy who didn't reach his potential in
high school and is ready to make the
sacrifices necessary to become competitive. Then he might be a great
asset.
"My ideal walk-on would be a
national champion,'' Dotson added.
"Someone who hits the fairway,
hits the greens, never three putts and
gets good grades," is what men's
golf Coach Dwaine Knight is looking for. Tryouts begin today at the
UNM South Golf Course, Knight
said.
Soccer, the newest varsity sport at
UNM, is entirely a walk-on squad,

* * * *

HAVE YOU REAP 11 The Silence of·the Llano" by
RudolfoAnp,ya? Gr~af CollectJon of short stories,
8122
CHICANO STUDIES, CHECK ou1 oUreol!rSes, Call
us at 277·2965.
8/22

•

SEX, RACE, CLASS; ),.earn how they interact. WS
322. T-Th 12:30.
8126

KIVA CLUB MEETINGS at the NaUve American
Studies Center. I RJ2 las lomas Blvd NE. Kiva Club
meeting for returning students ls sch_edu!ed. for
Wednesday~ AuguSt ll at 4 p.m. A general meeting
al50 Is .scheduled for Wednesday, Sep!ember 7 at 4
p.m. for students and anyone interested.
8/26
Nl!Cl.F.ARISM, AMERICAN STUDJESJOJ. Three
hours undergrad credhs. Offers to students and
public pn opportunlt)' to explore the psychological
lmplicatiom Inherent In the dC\'clopment of nuclear
weapon~ an\1 the potetuial for creating a world
without war.
·snz
wo~n:N: YOU SHOULD' take a women studiescoursel Beghl whh lntro, T~Th !hJOor Mon 6:30·9~15
p.m.
B/26
STtlDJ·:NT
ORGANIZATION
RECIIAR·
TERING/charter~ug.
deadline
- Wedfl,cstlay,
Sc)'ltcmber 14. Check with StudcntActivitics:C~ntcr,
Room 106, NM Union. 277-4706.
9/14
SCARI:]) 01-" MATJ-17 Reducing, Ma.th Anxiety
~'Our!(!' (lpen. WS 182·003 (lii48S6} Tucs6;30·8:20 p.m.
or 182-004 (#4805) Ml)n 4:30-6:30 p.m. Secllon3not
in s~h!!dUil,!.
B/26
J933·84 STUDENT UIRECTORY deletion deadline
friday, S~ptembcr2, at theSIUdentActivities Cemcr,
~oom 106, N'MUnlon Building, 217-4706.
9/2
CLC'81 MERTING? E\'ENT? Ad\•Crtise in Las
Nnt1cias. Only JO cents pC'! word per Issue for t.:NM
tlep;utmcnts and organizations.
tfn

Lee said he doesn't feel any pressure to Jive up to last year's statistics.
''The comparisons with last year
don't and won't bother me. All I
want to do is win."

said Coach Craig Robertson.
Robertson· said he is really looking
for "an extra midfielder, fullback
and a young goalkeeper, but anyone

is welcome.''
Tryouts will be held this week at
the UNM South Campus Fields. For
tryout times, contact Robertson at
277-5436.
ID"In women's sports:
The tennis team will be meeting at
the Lobo 'Tennis Club Wednesday.
All walk-ons should contact Coach
Helen Hom at 242-2697.
The women's volleyball team will
hold tryouts throughout the first
week of school. Anyone interested
in trying out for the team should
contact Coach Laurel Kessel today
at Carlisle Gymnasium.
The golf team wilt be holding tryouts and qualifying rounds Aug. 2931, Contact Coach Barbara Berry by
Thursday at the North Golf Course,
277-4146, orthe South Golf Course,
277-4547.
The gymnastics team is practicing
regularly Monday through Friday.
Anyone interested in trying out
should contact Coach Pete Langdon
at 271-3755.
The Lobo softball team will have
its first meeting Wednesday at 3
p.m. at the softball office in Carlisle
Gym, Contact Coach Susan Craig
for more infonnation.

*

Las Noticias

Walk-ons Sought by Coaches

Seating Available
The University of New Mexico athletic department will again
provide block seating at football
games this year. ticket manager
Alice Allison said Friday.
Allison said reprcsentitivcs of
such groups should come by the
ticket office on South Campus
and pick up their coupon books.
Coupons are then given to mem-

of l'unck last year until he went
down with a knee injury at Texas-EI
Paso, is expected to challenge Funck
for the starting berth, along with a
crew of underclassmen, including
sophomore Billy Rucker and freshman Barry Garrison.
"I've been very impressed with
Todd during the summer," Lee
said. "He's worked very hard during summer to get into shape, Rucker was very good in the spring game,
and I've got a freshman (Garrison)
who's impressed me very much in
just a few days."
Lee said it will be a tough chore
for any of the quarterbacks to fill the
shoes of David Osborn, the signal
caller who helped UNM finish
fourth in the nation in scoring (34.0
points per game), fifth in total
offense (438.4 yards per game) and
eighth in rushing (272.5 yards per
game.)

The Daily /.obo has a new
classified advertising format and also a new category, .Food/Fun, starting
today.

Personals
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A;\ARGU1 SCHOOL IS here, JU.$t When I need two
more ~·eeks of vacntion.
8!22.
PLACE l'OUR PERSONAL mL'S5ilg~ to friends
famil~. l!lc. in ~he chmlficds. Only 17 cent$ per word
per dny for four issues or Jess, ll ecnts JX'f word per
day for fi\'e or more conseculi\lc issues. 131 Marron
Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun·
SCUOOI. OPENING· SALE! Storewide l00:G off.
One week only at the Mixed Bag! MUnchies and
trunchiesl22i0 Cen!ral SE, across from liNM. 8/26
FUOOEf DELICIOUS FUDGES On sa1e- tbls week
on!:;. Reg, $4,99 lb. NoWS4.~ lb. At the Ml111ed Bas(
2210 Cenlral SE. Across fi'om UNM. M_on·Frl 9-6,
Sat 'HIS,
8/26
A NEW CA TEGORYI The New Mexlm DtJiJy Lobo
h proud to present a new tateaory for classlfied ads
''Food/Fun'' lJ a _place to find oul about restaurantS'
fOod sales and .ston:s, parties, conceru, etc.
tf~

Services
SPANISH 'TEACHU F - South Amer!Cii
available for priv.te lcsso111. 57.$0, Call29.f..70U.
8/22

Tune-up $10
5.1Je Prices on
Everything/
106 VUSAr SE

Center
Beginning August 22, through
September 12, 1983
1-3:30 pm M-W-P
DailY during regular
office hours at
Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Alb. N.M., 87110
884-6827

ENROLL NOW!
Patricia Matthews
kEYSTONE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Albuquerque N.M. 87110

Femihine Attire

gfGFl of.

NOTE: Regutor ptan only can be purchased at
Cashier's Office Scholes Hall until September 9,
1983.
Beller Benelil Pian and Dependant Coverage
must be purchased fhtough reptesentative

t~t::

l?flffir?ERB8 ffifJfDBFl
Monte Vista NE

11

NE

Z68-6547

ap~. in nQrlheasl. female grad studen~ prcf~rted. Call
Jan, Sunday-Wednesd!ly-296·5724. $220 pl!:J~ 111!llties.
8116.
FOll,llEN!, ONF..bQrn1 cozy apartment, UNM
lo~Dt~on, pnvate parking, $)85/mo. A\•ajlabl~ Sept J,
lnqu•re266-6872.
81.26
ROOMMATF;
LARGE, lJEA.UTIFULtwo·bdrm,
two-bnth_ apartment, tennis, $190/mo. Nonsmoker.
255-4481.
B/26
WANTED TO R£NT~ Locll) 1lltoroef wffe two
children need three-bedroom, twP:.bath. h~mc, Prefer
UNt>.tArca. Cplll-287-..3681 $.8 p.m.
8/26
STUI>IO $220, EFI<'ICIENC\' $ISS.- -Furnished
u~ili!les paid, R42-6l70.
919
MALE GRA P STUI)ENT to shar~ hou:>e ne:ub}·.
Non·$moker. $)7!i plus DD. 268-6617.
8/22
STUDJO
U'X16'. Across from UNM, Parking,
stordgC, partially furnished, $100/mo. 265-9439,

car

S/23

FOR RENT; EFflClf<:NCY aparJmenir 141 Q Oir11rd
N.E., $230/mo,, f()t t~QC' person, $250/mo, for 2
pers?ns, all util~ties pald. $175 security deposf_t. Fully
furmshed-secunty locks and laundry facilitks. No
chlld,ren ·or pets. Ple~se call before 6:00 In the
evemng, Z66-8392.
tfn
THI-: ClTAOEI.rSOPEI~ lpcadon near UNM and
qowmown. Bus s-ervice everyJO minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to SJ20. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kltch~n with dishwast1er and disposal, recreation
room, ~wimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, n~:~ peas-. JS20 University NE, _243~2494. afn

ForSQie

12112

ACCURATE INFORMATIOS· ABOUT' cort·
trac-eptlon, stcrilizalion, abortiOJL Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
CONTAt.'TS·POLISIIING, SOLUTIO/liS Ca 5ey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofW_ashington.
tfo
WF. GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Pres.:riptlon ~ycgllm
frnmes. Grectit,<,'kh Village (lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 {regular Si;S.OO). Pay Less Optician~.
5019 Menaul N.E., ncrou from LaDellcs.
tfn
PREGNANCY TF--STING & e9unse!ing, Phone 247·
9819.
tftl

Housing
,FI-:MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to .share thr~e
bedroom house. Two mires fr"m campus. $200 per
month, !t.i utiUtfes. Call Decky before 6 p.m. 842·
1844. After 6 p.m. 266--4019.
ll/26
'JWO.KOOM APARTMF.~'T plus kitchen fiye
minutes from campus to west, $200 plus utilflics.
Unfurnish~. Call277a4310or2664770.
8/26
GRAIJUATE, MEDICAL or mature person: Share
attractfYe four·bedroom house ten minutes from
ealilpUS, $175/mOnth plUS ShJ:IreutlJities, 256·9318,
8/26
N. VALLEY, FOUR bdnns, den. Ma1ure sludents,
sinales. Pets ok, $4!0 per month. First. last .a:nd DD.
S/22
J. W, Shaw, broker1 291--«)79.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO sllarenlce lwo-bedroom

USF.D BOOKSt SII.KSCREENED t·sltirts, folkwear
patterns, variety imports a11d acc:cssorles. Great prices
at the Bookcase, 109 Mes_a, SE, Across frolJ) HodGin
Hall, Tuesday-Saturday 10-6.
8126
1980 I:IONDA 650 custom, l.ow iniles, fully dressed,
many extras, $1285.256-9318.
8126
LOJ?A 1NEXP£NSIVE USEil furniture, Bea\'cr
Furmture, Yale ancl Stadium, 842-642) _
9!2
1977 HONDA CVCC. _FivNpeed, FM/casselte
cxcellentcopdition/mlleage, 26S.J945,
8/JO
1980 HARLEY·DAVIDSO!\.' FXB Sturgts. Beltdrive, 80 cubic inch, $5(){)(). 888-3381.
Bn4
197:! ~IA'f FOUR-door ~tdan, EJ~;celleni running
condiuon. $950, Will constder 1rade for small pickup. 831·3635.
B/22
1980 IIO~DA CX-500 Delu;~~e. Shaft drlve, water
cooled, e1:cellent condition, tmder SOO'J miles. Sl495.
897.('J(jJ6 or766-415S. Lea\·e message for Colvin,
8126
SOFA BLOCK. FOUR fine chairs and table plus
desk·drt\wers -$139. Also washer, dryer and .stov~=.294-5825.
81141976 SUDARU COUPE. Fin~·Speed,-good condition
$900. 24J.I4t3 c\·e11ings.
s126
OLIVElTJ t•RAJUS-30 t)•pewritcr. Elghl·word
memory, mall-)' electronic fcaiUrcs. New S300. Leave
message. 298-0488 01ana,
11/24
COUCJI ANI) CtiAIH s~t $251 l~onda Ch·ic service
mam.JaiSIO, s.kl rack S!O• .266-7038.
8124
1911Z CUSTOM 250 Hon~a $975. E\'Cnings344~143J,
8122
)978 HOXDA CHI2S5. 75-85 mpg, Vert good
conclidon. Perfec~ for around town. $50(). 277-38~
or ii84-9S22.
8/26
ADLER T\'l;l'EWRITEU Wlcasc. Excdltmt con·
dillon.S95, 266-8027 e\'enings. Lane.
IJ/26
1979 DODGE COLT. Excellent mileage, $2800, 344·
2931.
8/2S
tODiu DISCOUNT TO UNM student~. Treasure!i 'N
Fleruures. New and e~eellent used furniture. 1517
Eubank NE near Con.~titutlon. Ylsa!Mastercard. 30+
day laya~'a}'. M·F 9:30-S:lO. Sat 9:30-3:00.
11/23
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CAMPUS IICY(LE

MEET YOU UNM'S
STUDENT INSURANCE
at
REPRESENTATIVE UNMAvailable
Student Health

GUITAR _u;ssoNs, ALl, ~tyles. Twenty-two ~ears
teaching, Jo_hn Mitchell ,268.()496.
- 9/2
INDI;'\.N, CHICANA • ..,N'GLO; Southwest wo'rnen
Jearn a~out your 1Jeritage! Women Studies 279, MWF
12noon.
8126
STUD~NT CAR OWNERS~ Get Acquaimed Special.
Two blocks from UNM. $150 worth of
rnatn·
tfn~n~ se.rvlces for !20, Includes free: r;:arb !lnd
t1m~ng adJUS~mem, c1Jmp\.lter spin balance, Jube,
engme anal~1s and more. , , Oil change $9.9_5. $10
discount on tunc-up. Call eveninl::s for info, Ed Stone
265·4939. One wee~ only!.
8/26
WE'Ll.. BE OPEN till 7 tonight- Shop late with us!
UNM Book:slore.
8123
~IANO L~SSONS: EXPF.IUf.NCED teacher ~eeks
1n1cresled students of all ages a11d levels. Call Laura
Kramer 265-13!i2.
B/26
HOME TYPING SERVIC~, Retired professor.
Gram!flar, spelling, confldernia)ity- guarar1teed. 292~
3431.
B/Jl
MASSM?E TJ-IERAPY. RF.ST,. rehixat!on. 8222728, V01cepager.
10/J
LESBIANS: M\'THS, REALITIES. Learn about
heteroscxism. Women Studies 335, Wed 6t30-9:l5
p.m
8129
TYPING BY Ji;NGLISH major, 80 cents/page. Leave
message \\itbJl1dYS4~-2801. J•n~:au you.
8122
TUTORING A. VAILABLE IN Ch.E JOf, 25l, 25.4,
311,317,450,461 by BS/ChemE. 3.7 gpa Groups or
jndivlduals. Rates negotiable. Call2,56-396's.
8/26
TYPIST ON CA_MPUS. Sense .of humor. Som~
genius. 242-3093.
8/31
M~c,.\T, EXCEJ..LEN'f REVU:."'\\1 C<lUrse. Self·study
Wllh tap~. Llke nl!w. Graduate Admissions
Preparation Service, Co$t $375, sell for $200. 892·
8887,
8/25
GETflNG MAR~IED7 LEAVE th~: worrying to
Venable and Friend·. Venable will take the
photographs nnd Frie:nd will bake the cake, Ask for
Jim or Barbara268~1 513 or 296-3449.
8/26
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970, 917
DANCERS! THE WIDELY acclaimed Pllates
Me_tho.d of Mental and Physical Condltl~:~ning, used
e1;t~;ns1vely by N.Y.S. Bp)let. memberS, is now
available at Body Correctlve5: 266-0608.
8/24
P£Rf'ECTTYPING266·3717 anytime.
11122
GUITAR LESSONS. ,.\LL_ styles. Exa~l solo
copying, lmpro\'isation, reading <1nd theory. You
design your own program. Marc's Gttllar CeJJ,Ier, 143
Ha.rvardSE. 26S ..J3JS,
tfn
lYPING WORTII PA \'lNG for. 247-)202. Louise.
S/23
AC:ULEX WOlU> PROCESSING; Theses, disscr·
tAIIO.I1S, ·term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
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2 Slices or Cheese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink
1
I
$1.90
I
1 coupon Good Today Only 8·22
I
Beer & Wine Available
1
I
on Sunday
1
I Nooool•an. s~".., a WiiOIO W!INI "'"" I
I 127 Harvard SE ·~ s o1 conwot 1
~-:--------------

OW.. of eolonl: IIIII of_...,
~or-.

Prtc.-.. • • . •

f.~(JF.AN:\·

Wf.\T '
ARMY·NAVV GOODS
504 YALE SE

265-7777

Employment
GRAPHIC ASSISTANT NEF.DED at Biomedical
Communications, Job description: La~Ol!~ of churls,
graphs. Information fpr slides, brochures, poslers,
e1c. Must be work-stUdy studen~ qualified for em.
ployment, Portfolto required wi~lt JX!or experience in
the fic19,. l<nowl~dse of copy ~amera .and geneml
graphic art technics needed, Conln~t Yvonue Walston
277·3633.
8126
W/S QUALIFU:D? KUNM Rildia has -three
positions- \WO cdiLorial assistants (one Pillnguall,
officeassistallt. 271·4806.
8122
TUTORS NEEO£D FOR- fall .seme5tcr. Primarily
math, En!!l!sh, biology, accoUtlling, 1-'hcmistry,
cnglneeriog and economics. Work-m~dy pref-:rrcQ.
Call Athletic Advisement Office277-653~.
a126
LOOKING FOR A chailrnging career payi11g $100
month now, -$20000 pr more )'early upon 8rnduatlon?
Call AFROTC, 277·4502.
8126
·UAB\'S11TER, Ml' I-lOME;, UNM.campus. M;WF
12:30 to5:30 p.m. 268·2110 or 277·3742.
8/23
WANTED: NEWS,REPQRTERS rind arts writers for
/llcw.Me:t'ico Daily -/..abo. N~ws. re-porters call Dennis.
Am wrhers.eaJI Johanna, 277w56S6,
8/2.4
NEEI) COPY EDITOR for master's thesis. Must
have experie!tce in cdilhtg aca<,lcmlc work. Scot! 821~
6198. Also try277·5656 in evenings,
8126
TF.CJINICAL TYPIST WANTED, Part·tilllei 20
hr/wk, Dlology background preferred, Call Maida
277-34ll.
8122
WE .NEED STUDENTS, preferably Work·.study, 1:1t
!he Mountainside YMCA, Need help wilh tenni5,
after and !,!~fore school pro,sram: sports programs:
janitorial, Call Ron 2.92·22.98.
8125
PART-TIME JOB a(iernoons and evenings. Must be
21 years ~Jld. Must be able _to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply Jn ptirson, no phone calls
plea~e. Saveway Liquor St~;~reat 5516Menuul NE and
5704lomD.S.NE.
9/i6
WANT A PROFESSIONAL career wiHt Style;.
Sue~c.S5, Sociabillt)' nnd Security? Call Navy Officer
Programs at 766·3895.
8/12
COC_I(TAII, WAITRESSES WANTED. Apply in
person afier 5 p.m:. Mu~t be 21. The Hungry Bear,
1200 Wyoming Blvd NE.
8/24
FULL/PART-TIME work for students. Oood pay.
266-S528 seven. days, DATA,
8124

SUMMF,.R WORK, PHON~: snlcs, $3.50 hour,
Pon\ls. 243·1780,
ana
WORK AND TRAVEL fi'~;e. Crui:;c_s~ips and 11lrliues
nct'd help, all occupations. For information, cllll602·
~75 ext. 924,
8129

Travel
ADVERTISE \'OUR ·rruP, adventt1re or ride needs
in !.he D!!:iiY l,obo.
tfn

Lost&Found
CLt\lM YOUR I.QST p~;~ssesslons at C11mpos Poli~::e
5:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dnily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
_RA V·UAN SUNGI,ASSES 250Jo off. Kaufman's ~ D
real Army-Navy store. 504 YalcSE, 26S·7777, St3l
TUE MIXED BAGI' Munchies un_d crunchies for
sororify, fratt:rnlt}', dorm parties. 22l0 Central SE,
across from UNM. 268·8268.
8.'26
l>AYPACKS ANU BACKPACKS, JtSsorl~d cPior.\,
Kaufmnn'JJ West -a real Army-N~\'}' ~tore. 504
YaleSE. 265·7777.
S/31
ARE YOU A cc;lljege graduate in n~d of' a 11~w car or
truck? E;~~~.:i!lng news: Galles Chevrolet (1601 Lomas
NE, 766-6800) will finnnce a 11cw vehicle with u
minimUm down payment, No credit necc$sa:ry. See
Joe Parea at Galles Chevrolet.
8/22
25~'o o•'F SWISS Army knives. Kaufman's ..... a real
Army-Navy store. 265~7777,
Sill
GARAGE SAI..E: fo'URNlTURE, de~k, dishes-,
bedding, towels, nppliances, 5-speed women~$ blke,
two cars (SS001 SIOOO). 2904 Charleston. Two blocks
wes~
Pennsl_yvania, one b)Dck S\'}Ulh of Candelaria.
Sut, 8/27, 9-5,
8126
TRA.II,. SIIORTS AND mllllary shorls- best
s-election in town. 1\aufman's- a real Army-Navy
store. 504 YaleSE. 265·7777.
8/31

or

Women'.s Rock

Climbing Clinic:
August 27 & 28
Introduction to belay systems, rappellog, top roping and chimney technique.

A course for women
taught by a woman

Fee $30

(includes materials)

~AINS

.&RIVERS
2320 Central NE 268-4876

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Talk, mod
style
4 Resounds
9 Slang
14 Macaw
15 Abrogate
16 Racket
17 Panama's
neighbor:
2words
19 Color
20 Treatise
21 Room
22 Asian weight
23 " - Purple"
24 Forces to go
26 Ounces
29 Soli drink
31 Roost
32 Keyhole
33 Strir.t
36 Girl's name
38 Every third:
Prefix
39 Feign
41 Pained look
43 Sea eagle
44 ''Away1"
46 Bowling feats
47 Trademark
49 Australian
bird
50 Marine

insignia
51 Card
52" •. , - -

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

the.clock"
54 Interval
58 Reptile

60 Obtain
61 Lorelei
62Ver'$e
64 TV prompter:
2words
66Moved
circularly
67 Daintier
68 Shirt and 69 Equals
70 Snarls
71 Airline abbr.
DOWN
1 Hurried
2 Got up
3 Out-of-date
4lnvocate
5 Poetic contraction
6Ammonla
compound
7 Permit
8 Erect
9 Collections
10 Swains
11 Rock of~
12 Simple sugar
13 Three: Prefix

1B Engine rod
24 Mr. Tracy
25 Rouses:
2 words
27 Compel

45 Got on the

beam:
2 words

48 Mollusk
53 New York city
28 Eye sores
55 Furious
30 Smelter Input 56 Worth
33 German
57 Completed
wheat
59 Bean holders
34 Blunder
61 Ocean ships:
35 Retaliation
Abbr
37 "Happy
62 Closure
Hour" Items 63 Part of "to
40 Injurious
be"
42 Resin
65 Above: Poet.

r

I

r
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Sports
Lobos

Associate Director's Position Open
By Eric Maddy
University of New Mexico
Athletic Director John Bridgers
said Sunday he has not developed
a contingency plan in case a replacement for retired Associate
Athletic Director Robert J.
DoBcll is not found soon.
Do Bell, who was in charge of
facilities on the South Campus,
retired July 29 after working for
UNM for 21 years.
"We don't have a plan right
now," Bridgers said. "That's
something we'd have to decide.
We arc very conccmcd about it,

but I just don't have an answer
right now.''
Bridgers has recommended
that DoBcll's son, a coach in the
Albuquerque Public Schools system, be given the job. But the
UNM Affirmative Action office
is holding up confirmation of that
appointment, Bridgers said.
Bernie Sanchez, director of the
Affirmative Action Program,
said Friday he had ''no comment" on the situation.
''It has nothing to do with the
fact that he is Bob's son," Bridgers told the Daily Lobo two
weeks ago when he nominated

continued from page 2 7

the younger DoBell for the position. "He is very qualified for the
position, as were all five of the
finalists. But I thought he was the
most qualified."
The responsibilities of the
position include maintenance of
facilities, parking and collection
of tickets at athletic events.
Bridgers said not having a replacement for DoBeJI had nothing to do with a watering mixup at University Stadium. "That
could have happened even if Bob
was here," Bridgers said. "That
incident looked like somebody
was trying to hurt us."

week of practice. ''To be honest, I
think center will be OK," Dunn
said.
Dunn wished he could say the
same thing about the special teams,
especially the punting unit. "We've
got to be able to punt the ball better," he said, "As I've said before,
Utah has a very good defense and
we're going to have to punt sometime, The kid (freshma.n Ron Keller)
kicks real well in practice, but he
didn't today."
Dunn said the Lobos will be
working on all aspects of the game in
practice this week. "We looked like
we were just going through the motions today, and I think the kids realize that," Dunn said. "Everything

has got to change. We've got to have
three tough days this week,,because
we'll have to prepare for Utah after
that.
"It (the bad scrimmage) may
have happened bccam;e we're just
coming off two-a-days," Dunn
added. ''If you look back over the
years, mostteams usually have bad
practices at about the same times."
Extra Points:Receivers Coach
Stan Quintana, who led the Lobos to
their last Western Athletic jConference championship in I ~63 and
played at Santa Fe High School, was
called "l~gendary" in the prescrimmage introductions. ''That
cost me $20,'' Quintana said jokingly after the scrimmage ...

2400 Central SE
Across from
Johnson Gym

Doily
266-0550

6:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Home of the latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll

BREAKFAST
(Served with whole wheat toast, margarine 6 jelly)
No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns 6 toast • • • • • . • • • • • . .. • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • . • • • $2.65
No. 2 ONE EGG, bacon, hom or sausage, hash browns 6 toast • .. .. • .. • • .. .. .. . .. • . • • .. • .. .. .. • • $2.15

No. 3 TWO EGGS, hash browns 6 toast •••••••.••••••••••••. ,, ••. ".•••.•••••••..•••••••.• ~ • • • . • . • $1.80
No. 4 ONE EGG, hash browns 6 toast .•••••••.• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • $1.30

No. 5 PANCAKES (4) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $1.45
No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla 6 toast •••••••••••••••••••.• ~ • • • • $2.15
No. 7 WESTERN OMLEnE, •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • $2 •99
three eggs, green chili 6 cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns 6 toast
,,.. Cup ol CoHe• or Hot Teo With Any ol The Above Dreoldosts

............................

..
....

SIDE OPJ)ERS

S 55 One Egg • • • • • • • • • • • • • $.50
French Fn·es
•••••••••••••• 40
65 Pancake
.
Hash Drowns
Westem Style ••••••••••••• 99 Toast 6 Jelly ••••••• , •••••• 45
75 Je·lly • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • .• • • • • • • • 05
Onl·on Rings
Deans • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 35 Crackers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 05
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) ....................... ·............. 50

..............
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

Bacon., Ham, Sausage or Beef Pattie • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $.85
Salo.d with choice of Dressing •••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 75
Extra Dl"'e Cheese • • • • • ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15
T·omatoes (·. 3 slices) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15
American or .Cheddar Cheese •••••••••••••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • 20
Green Chili or Chill con Carne (1 oz.) ........................ 20
.

HAMBURGERS

HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion 6 lettuce •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand island, tomato, onion, lettuce 6 pickle • • •
FIESTA BURGE" chili con carne or.green chili, cheddar cheese, onion 6 lettuce ••••••••••••••••
FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion. 6 lettuce ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & onion .................... ·.... • .. .. • .. .. .. • • • .. • .. • •

$1.35
$1.50
$2.29
$1 ~55
$1.30
$1.30

SANDWICHES

GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce 6 tomato • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S. 90
HAM, LEnUCE 6 TOMATO on whole _wheat with salad dressing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.45
.BACON, LEnUCE 6 TOMATO same as above • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.45
EGG, LEnUCE 6 TOMATO same as above ..................................-.... • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • .• • • 1.10

MEXICAN FOOD

No. 7 TACO meat, cheese, lettuce 6 tomato •••••••••••••••••••••• !. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $.80
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce 6 tomato • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7.0
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served With lettuce 6 tomato • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • 2.29
BEEF with Chili Con Carne, cheddar cheese 6 onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese 6 onion
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese 6 onion
MEXICAN ·coMBO enchilada, taco &- beans ••••••••••••.••• -~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.19
GREEN CHILl STEW small (5 oz.) med. (8 oz.) lg. (12 oz.) ................................ 59 .89 1.39

PLAtTERS
6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round, Texas toast, French fries or hash browns with salad ••••• , •••• $2.89
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island, onion, French fries 6 salad • • • • • 2.39
5 oz. RID EYE STEAK ~ USDA Choice Texas Toast, French fries or hash browns With salad ••••••••••••• 4.29
CHEF SALAD with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, hom 6 egg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.69
VEGETARIAN SALAD lettuce, tornoto, cheddar cheese, 6 egg • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

DN NKS.45 5· c•nts
off r•fllls
.
SOn DRINKS coke, dr. pepper 6 7 up • • • • • • .. • • .. .40

COFFEE • • • .. • • • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • .. • • .29 .35
HOT TEA ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• -· • • • • • • .29- .35
SPICED or HERBAL TEA • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • ..35 .40
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER ••••••••••••••••• 40 .50
MILK • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 45

Take Out on All Items

on

.45
.45

.65
.80

.55 .65

"ICE TEA ••••••••••••• ~ • , • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. .. • .35 .50 .60
LEMONADE .; ••••••••.•.•.•••••• ,.................. ~ ........ , • • • • •. • • .15
JUICE orange, _apple, tomato 6 grapefruit ••••••••••50 .65 .95
SHAKES. chocolate, straWberry 6 vanilla •• , • • • • • • • • .55 .80 1.05
FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE , •••••••••••••••••65 .95 1.45

6-pack frozen rolls 3.29

